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ABSTRACT 

Heterogeneity of an unconventional reservoir is one of the main factors affecting 

production. Well performance depends on the size and efficiency of the interconnected fracture 

“plumbing system”, as influenced by multistage hydraulic fracturing. A complex, interconnected 

natural fracture network can significantly increase the size of stimulated reservoir volume, 

provide additional surface area contact and enhance permeability. In 2013 the Reservoir 

Characterization Project (RCP) at the Colorado School of Mines began Phase XV to study 

Niobrara shale reservoir management. Anadarko Petroleum Corporation and RCP jointly 

acquired time-lapse multicomponent seismic data in Wattenberg Field, Denver Basin. Anadarko 

also provided RCP with a regional 3D seismic survey and a rich well dataset. 

The purpose of this study is to characterize the natural fracture patterns occurring in the 

unconventional Niobrara reservoir and to determine the drivers that influenced fracture trends 

and distributions. The findings are integrated into a reservoir model though DFN (Discrete 

Fracture Network) for further prediction of reservoir performance using reservoir simulations. 

Aiming to better understand the complexity of the natural fracture system I began my fracture 

analysis work at an active mine site that provides a Niobrara exposure. Access to a “fresh” 

outcrop surface created a perfect natural laboratory. Ground-based LIDAR and photogrammetry 

facilitated construction of a geological model and a DFN model for the mine site. The work was 

carried into subsurface where the information gained served to improve reservoir 

characterization at a sub-seismic scale and can be used in well planning. 

I then embarked on a challenging yet essential task of outcrop-to-subsurface data 

calibration and application to RCP’s Wattenberg Field study site. In this research the surface data 

was proven to be valid for comparative use in the subsurface. The subsurface fracture 
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information was derived from image logs run within the horizontal wellbores and augmented 

with microseismic data. Limitations of these datasets included the potential to induce biased 

interpretations; but the data collected during the outcrop study aided in removing the bias. All 

four fracture sets observed at the quarry were also interpreted in the subsurface; however there 

was a limitation on statistical validity for one of the four sets due to a low frequency of observed 

occurrence potentially caused by wellbore orientation. Microseismic data was used for 

identification of one of the reactivated natural fracture sets. An interesting phenomenon observed 

in the microseismic data trends was the low frequency of event occurrence within dense 

populations of open natural fracture swarms suggesting that zones of higher natural fracture 

intensities are capable of absorbing and transmitting energy resulting in lower levels of 

microseismicity. Thus currently open natural fractures could be challenging to detect using 

microseismic. Through this study I identified a significant variability in fracture intensity at a 

localized scale due to lithological composition and structural features. The complex faulting 

styles observed at the outcrop were utilized as an analog and verified by horizontal well log data 

and seismic volume interpretations creating a high resolution structural model for the subsurface. 

A lithofacies model was developed based on the well log, core, and seismic inversion analysis. 

These models combined served to accurately distribute fracture intensity information within the 

geological model for further use in DFN. 

As a product of this study, a workflow was developed to aid in fracture network model 

creation allowing for more intelligent decisions to be made during well planning and completion 

optimization aiming to improve recovery. A high resolution integrated discrete fracture network 

model serves to advance dynamic reservoir characterization in the subsurface at a sub-seismic 

scale resulting in improved reservoir characterization.  
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CHAPTER 1.  

INTRODUCTION 

For many years now the Denver Basin has been a target for oil and gas exploration and 

production. With a new trend of unconventional resource plays development of the Niobrara 

Formation has become a focus of renewed interest. The Niobrara Formation is a low-porosity, 

low-permeability chalk and marl self-sourcing reservoir. Natural fractures are considered to be 

an important attribute that can have a significant impact on production. Understanding and 

predicting the fracture network can facilitate better well placement and reservoir stimulation 

planning. One of the approaches to describe the fluid flow in the naturally fractured reservoir is 

discrete fracture network (DFN) modeling. DFN modeling provided for construction of an 

interconnected three-dimensional system of fracture planes. 

Overall, this study is designed to analyze, interpret and model natural fracture networks. 

Some of the fracture parameters (such as fracture length, height, aspect ratio) can only be 

measured at the surface outcrop. This knowledge could then be used as an analogue for the 

subsurface reservoirs in Wattenberg Field and allow for improved reservoir characterization, 

including fracture connectivity and fracture drivers. 

This research integrates statistical outcrop fracture data collected at the CEMEX quarry 

with subsurface fracture data from formation imaging tools and microseismic through geological 

modeling. Geological modeling provides vital information essential for accurate fracture 

distribution, which requires a model of a high resolution capable of capturing complex fault 

structures and interbedded lithofacies. Horizontal well log interpretation combined with seismic 

survey data  produced a high-resolution reservoir model of the unconventional Niobrara reservoir 

suitable for further simulations performed by petroleum engineers. An additional outcome of the 
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study is the improved understanding of structural complexity in the Denver Basin, such as 

relationship between wrench fault zones (WFZ), flower structures, and listric faults affecting the 

distribution of fracture swarms. Identifying zones of high fracture density and estimating the 

dominant fracture sets and orientations should aid in the field development planning including 

well spacing, and completion design. 

The method outlined here takes us from the outcrop into the subsurface. The study 

incorporates fracture analysis and modeling performed at the CEMEX quarry, Lyons, Colorado 

utilized for a representative subsurface fracture network model performed at the RCP study site 

in Wattenberg Field. The process requires understanding the limitation of each data source and 

the complexity of multi-scale date sets. 

1.1 Importance 

With a trend of unconventional resource plays development of the Niobrara Formation 

has become a focus of interest from operators. Recent advances in horizontal drilling and 

hydraulic reservoir stimulation have allowed for economic development of tight resource plays. 

In a down market the ability to identify the areas of greater economic potential is even more 

critical for mitigating the risks of price volatility. 

Heterogeneity encountered by the stimulation is one of the main factors impacting well 

producibility. Thus the ability to understand and predict the heterogeneity (natural fractures, 

bedding planes, changes in lithofacies, etc.) is essential. In the presence of heterogeneity proper 

well placement, orientation, and spacing are especially important. The subsurface study area is 

faulted. Natural fractures are expected to play a significant role on completions’ effectiveness 

and have the potential to contribute to SRV (stimulated reservoir volume) and drainage volume. 
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Hydraulic fracturing with evenly-spaced frac stages may not be the most effective stimulation 

method or yield the greatest production (Andersen et al, 2013). 

Application of multicomponent seismic data along with monitoring information, such as 

time-lapse seismic data for reservoir models provide low-resolution dynamic data for fracture 

characterization. Quality and accuracy of prediction could benefit from a multidisciplinary 

integrated approach which allows enhancement of the seismic interpretations with outcrop 

analogs, microseismic data, formation imaging tools, cores, and other sources of data providing 

information on fracture networks.  

Outcrops provide us with unique high resolution intermediate scale fracture information. 

All this information could present great value for subsurface modeling if validated and calibrated 

for a specific location. 

1.2 Field Background 

Wattenberg Field, located just northeast of Denver, Colorado, is the largest field in the 

Denver Basin. Within the last decade as horizontal drilling technologies have advanced the 

operator interest has mainly focused on the Niobrara Formation, comprised of interbedded 

chalks, marls, and limestones. Another significant development target is the Codell Sandstone 

Member of the Carlile Formation underlying the Niobrara Formation. Both of these targets are 

low porosity, low permeability. A key component operators need to consider while developing 

their assets in the Wattenberg Field is the complex and heterogeneous nature of these formations, 

maturation levels, and stress. While there are over 11,000 vertical legacy wells present in the 

field, the current trend is shifting towards horizontal wells (Figure 1.1). 

The average thickness of the Niobrara Formation is approximately 300 ft. with the 

individual chalk benches thickness varying from 15 to 40 ft. The Codell Sandstone can reach a 
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thickness of 100 ft. in the northwestern side of the basin. However, the average thickness in the 

zone where the source rock is mature is averaging at 14-20 ft. The Carlile Shale directly 

underneath the Codell Sandstone is known to be a drilling hazard. Wattenberg Field is estimated 

to hold over 4 Bboe of recoverable oil. In January 2016 it produced 1.55 billion cubic feet of gas 

and 239,000 barrels of oil per day from more than 24,000 wells. 

 

Figure 1.1: Oil (left) and gas (right) maximum monthly production bubbles within Denver Basin. 

Note the production trend following Colorado Mineral Belt. Displayed are the 929 Niobrara and 

Codell horizontal wells (production data from COGCC). 

1.3 Geological Background 

The Niobrara Formation was deposited during the Mid-Late Cretaceous in the Western 

Interior Seaway, an asymmetric foreland basin (O’Neal, 2015) (Figure 1.2). The depositional 

environment ranged from marine to near shore and estuarine. Mountain building on the west side 
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of the seaway during the Late Cretaceous produced an asymmetric foreland basin (Longman et 

al., 1995; Dean and Arthur, 1998). The Late Cretaceous to Early Eocene (65-40 Ma) Laramide 

Orogeny partitioned the large foreland basin into smaller basins seen today, including the Denver 

Basin (O’Neal, 2015). 

 

Figure 1.2: The Blakey map of the Western Cretaceous Interior Seaway in Late Cretaceous. 

Yellow star shows present-day Denver Basin location (modified from Pitcher, 2015). 
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The Denver Basin is an asymmetric foreland basin: the western flank dips steeply along 

the mountain flank of the Front Range, the eastern flank dips gently throughout eastern Colorado 

and Nebraska (Figure 1.3). 

 

Figure 1.3: Denver Basin cross section (Sonnenberg, 2013). 

The lithology of the Niobrara Formation is composed of marlstones, chalks, and 

limestones, serving as hydrocarbon source rocks, unconventional reservoirs, and aggregate for 

cement production (O’Neil, 2015; Sonnenberg, 2011). While the dominant lithologies within the 

basin are limestones (chalks) that are interbedded with calcareous shales (marls) (Longman et al., 

1998), many thin bentonite beds composed of the volcanic ashes can also be found within the 

formation. The bentonites were produced by a volcanic arc paralleling the seaway at the time of 

the Niobrara deposition. Bentonites are seen in core and on image logs interpretations, but are 

very challenging to be detected with conventional logs because of their thickness averaging at a 

couple of inches. However, the swelling nature of the minerals within bentonite layers make 

them a potential flow baffle or barrier after the hydraulic fracturing is complete. 

The stratigraphy of the Niobrara Formation has been discussed in many publications 

(Weimer, 1960; Sonnenberg and Weimer, l981; Longman et al., 1995; Dean and Arthur, 1998). 
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The Niobrara Formation in the Denver Basin is approximately 300 ft. thick and is divided into 

two members: Smoky Hill Member at the top and Fort Hays Limestone at the base. The Niobrara 

Formation overlies the Codell Sandstone Member of the Carlile Shale. 

Sonnenberg (2011) states that the Niobrara Formation is a self-sourced resource play 

serving as hydrocarbon source, reservoir, and seal. Hydrocarbon generation, migration, and 

accumulation occurred throughout the Cenozoic Era, from the Paleogene into the Neogene 

(Pitcher, 2015). 

As the basin is asymmetric, the depth of burial varies drastically. For the Wattenberg 

Field the depth of burial averages at 7500 ft. The kerogen present in the Niobrara Formation is 

Type II with the TOC values varying from 2% to 6% (Sonnenberg, 2013), the kerogen content is 

higher for marl benches. The source rock is thermally mature in the central and western side of 

the basin producing oil, gas, and condensate. When it comes to evaluating the thermal maturation 

of the play, the Wattenberg Field is in a favorable position as it overlies the deepest part of the 

basin along the syncline axis (Figure 1.4) and also due to the presence of the thermal anomaly 

associated with the Colorado Mineral Belt (Figure 1.1 (page 4)). 

Within the petroleum industry the three main chalk beds of the Smoky Hill Member have 

been subdivided into the A, B, and C chalks, the interbedded marl beds are also called A, B, and 

C respectively. Along with the classification mentioned above I also subdivide the lower D 

Chalk overlaying the Fort Hays Limestone due to increased chalk content (Figure 1.5 (page 9)). 

The reservoir rocks have undergone mechanical and chemical compaction and 

cementation reducing matrix porosity to 1-10 % and permeability to < 0.1 mD (Longman et al., 

1998). The existing fractures and joints might provide additional storage for hydrocarbons and 

permeability enhancement. 
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Figure 1.4: Map of the Denver Basin showing the major oil and gas producing fields (orange). 

The Laramide Front Range uplift bounds the basin to the west, the WFZ are shown in white 

dotted lines. Structure contours colored on the top of the Niobrara Formation, depth in ft. The 

study areas are highlighted in black (modified from Grechishnikova, 2016b).  
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Figure 1.5: A type Gama Ray log (well log data from COGCC) of the Wattenberg Field, 

stratigraphic column of the Niobrara Formation, and examples of corresponding rock types at the 

CEMEX quarry (modified from Grechishnikova, 2016b). 
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1.4 Literature Review on Tectonic and Stress Regimes 

Geologic history including paleo and present day stresses are important components 

when analyzing an unconventional reservoir and determining the optimal development strategy. 

The Niobrara Formation was deposited in sub-horizontal to horizontal dipping strata in a low 

energy environment. 

There are many publications on the tectonic regimes and faulting styles interpreted in the 

Denver Basin. Allen (2010) made an in-depth analysis on Laramide and post-Laramide tectonic 

and kinematic models. For the Laramide compressional setting he mentions compression of 

N67E, ENE shortening and compression, and notes a good correlation with shortening directions 

predicted by Laramide arches (N67E) and folds (N66E). Allen (2010) and Erslev and Koenig 

(2009) also discuss the absence of regular multidirectional fold trend which contradicts 

hypotheses of rotated compression directions due to plate convergence changes. Haberman 

(1983) and Davis (1985) described low angle listric, normal fault geometries in Upper 

Cretaceous rocks including the Niobrara Formation. Davis (1985) noted that listric normal faults 

were concentrated near NE-trending lineaments as described by Weimer (1980), and detached 

away from axes of proposed structural highs. Weimer (1996) also suggested that multiple wrench 

fault zones (WFZ) in the Denver Basin result in primary NE-SW fault systems with secondary 

synthetic and antithetic faults compartmentalizing Cretaceous reservoirs (Weimer, 1996; Weimer 

et al. 1998) (Figure 1.4 (page 8)). Sonnenberg and Underwood (2012) describe polygonal fault 

systems created by dewatering during the burial and compaction of the Niobrara Formation. 

For this research it’s important to understand whether both the outcrop and RCP 

subsurface study site have undergone similar tectonic deformation. Laramide compression and 

post-Laramide extension are regional events affecting the Denver Basin. At the CEMEX quarry 
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Allen (2010) performed a fracture and stylolite planes study indicative of principal horizontal 

shortening axes event trending at 85⁰ azimuth (Figure 1.6 (page 13)), which is correlative with 

findings from other studies in the Denver Basin. 

Davis (1985) stated that recurrent movement of basement faults created listric normal 

faults that led to the formation of an extensive fracture network within the Niobrara Formation. 

The reactivation of these faults and fractures based on the current stress regimes resulted in 

extremely complex fracture networks after well stimulation. Effective stress conditions and rock 

mechanics properties at the time and location of fracturing determine which failure modes occur 

during hydraulic fracturing (Busetti et al., 2014, Smart et al., 2014, Ferrill et al., 2014). 

Subsurface stress conditions are controlled by many factors, such as overburden pressure, 

lateral loads and confinement, fluid pressure, faults and fractures (stress and strain release) etc. 

Stress regimes can be defined such as that one of the three principal stresses is vertical (Ferrill et 

al., 2014). In the Wattenberg Field the present day stress regime in the Niobrara Formation is 

extensional / normal faulting regime with σV > σH > σh (Pitcher, 2015).  The overburden stress is 

the product of the depth, density, and overlying strata. The present day horizontal stresses 

information on the first order / regional scale could be derived from a World Stress Map (Figure 

1.7 (page 14)). The Map shows the regional maximum horizontal stress oriented NNW for the 

Denver Basin. 

Noble Energy Inc. has performed an in-situ state of stress study across the Wattenberg 

Field in 2008 and 2009 described by Allen (2010) in his work. A six arm caliper logging 

program was designed to estimate the wellbore stability and identify breakouts. Among the 26 

wells logged only 13 showed statistically significant breakout data (Allen, 2010) (Figure 1.8 

(page 15)). The data revealed a highly variable nature of maximum horizontal stresses in the 
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Wattenberg Field. The 13 wells with no breakout information were interpreted as an evidence of 

an isotropic horizontal stress state for many portions of the field (Allen, 2010). The assumption 

Allen (2010) made was that Laramide horizontal compression ended and was replaced by 

regional uplift and post-Laramide extension. 

Local maximum stress orientation analysis at the RCP study site was performed by 

Dudley (2015) through image log interpretations in three horizontal wellbores (Figure 1.9 (page 

16)). As an industry standard, wellbore stability and breakout locations are typically estimated in 

the vertical wellbores. Thus there is a potential for higher uncertainty in Dudley’s (2015) work 

on maximum horizontal stress interpretations as the analysis was performed in the horizontal 

wellbores. The maximum horizontal stress azimuth is averaging NW-SE with local variations of 

maximum 20⁰ from well to well (Dudley, 2015). 

The mechanism for stress can occur both locally (local structure) and regionally (regional 

tectonics). Some of the present day maximum horizontal stress azimuth variations might be 

influenced by local structure and can differ from the orientation of faults and fractures created by 

regional paleo-stresses. According to Gross et al. (1995) stress perturbations occur near open 

joints that act as a barrier to the tensile stress transmission. In this case present day stresses 

orientations and magnitude are subject to scale (regional vs. local) as they change around the 

zones of deformation, such as the graben structures observed in the Niobrara Formation across 

the Wattenberg Field. Moreover, present day stresses also change over time during the drilling, 

reservoir stimulation, and production processes. Thus the connectivity of fracture networks also 

change with time. 
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Figure 1.6: Rose plots of fracture trends, stylolites stereonet and ideal paleo maximum horizontal 

stress trend at the CEMEX quarry, Lyons, Colorado (Allen, 2010).  
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Figure 1.7: World Stress Map (2008) shows the direction of maximum horizontal stress, denoted 

by the azimuth of the line, and the faulting regime. The faulting regime is represented by color; 

black is unknown regime. The area denoted by the red oval corresponds to the location of 

Wattenberg Field and suggests a roughly N20W modern day stress direction (Pitcher, 2015). 
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Figure 1.8: Simplified bedrock geologic map with rose plots of maximum horizontal stress 

(SHmax) directions calculated from borehole breakouts (Allen, 2010). 
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Figure 1.9: Maximum horizontal stress direction based on image log interpretation from 

horizontal wellbores. The horizontal wells are striking NS, Codell Sandstone targeting well is the 

furthest to the West. Maximum horizontal stress directions for the wells average at N68⁰W 

(modified from Dudley, 2015). 

1.4 Previous Studies and Fracture Observations 

The following discussion provides a brief review on the publications on fracture 

characterization studies relevant to development of the DFN model. Many of these studies 

incorporate larger areas with several outcrop locations along the northwestern flank of the 

Denver Basin. Some of the studies have limited subsurface data. 

At the CEMEX quarry Allen (2010) describes conjugate shear fractures with ENE-

striking faults with right-lateral slip and ESE-striking faults indicating left-lateral slip. He 

observed fractures parallel to right-lateral strike slip faults. These fractures were interpreted as 

Mode II shear, have aperture, and strike 78⁰. Allen (2010) interpreted two major fracturing 

events: (1) an older syn-Laramide fracturing event producing J1 joint set striking 78⁰, and 

abutting right-lateral shear fractures, indicating jointing post-dated faulting; these joints are 

calcite mineralized (2) a younger post-Laramide extension event producing very consistent J2 

joint set striking 173⁰/77⁰ with no calcite fill. 
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Collins and Sonnenberg (2013) state that structural events causing the rock failure within 

the Niobrara Formation are based on Laramide compression (resulting in systematic J1 joint set 

with an average orientation of 248°/76°) and late Laramide depressuring from unroofing events 

(resulting in non-systematic J2 joint set with an average orientation of 162°/75°). According to 

the CEMEX outcrop study performed by Collins and Sonnenberg (2013), J2 joints terminate into 

J1 joints. J1 joints are calcite cemented while J2 joints are not cemented. 

In the subsurface Erslev (2011) identified open joints dominated by Late Laramide 

striking ENE and open joints in NW Colorado striking NW-SE. In addition, Vincelette and 

Foster (1992) describe two phases of fracturing: one during the Laramide (open or partially 

occluded with calcite) and second during post-Laramide extension and potential fracture 

reactivation. 

Allen (2010) also collected fault and fracture measurements at 61 outcrop locations in 

Upper Cretaceous strata along the Front Range identifying subhorizontal maximum compressive 

stress axes trending at 86° which correlated with calculated Laramide compressional axes for the 

Denver Basin determined by Erslev and Gregson, (1996) - 80°; Holdaway, (1998) - 79°; Erslev 

and Larson, (2006) - 90° and Larson, (2009) - 93°. The paleo-stress regimes at the CEMEX 

quarry and RCP subsurface study site in the Wattenberg Field are similar as they were created by 

the same regional tectonic event during the Laramide Orogeny. Along with the outcrop research 

Allen (2010) also performed a subsurface fault and fracture study. He showed an image log 

analysis in a vertical well just North of Wattenberg Field revealing fracture orientations 

averaging at 37° for the Niobrara Formation (Figure 1.10 (page 19)). 

Previous work of RCP students relevant to natural fracture analysis in the Niobrara 

Formation includes Masters’ Theses by Dudley (2015) and Brugioni (2017). 
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Brugioni (2017) conducted a fracture study on four available cores from vertical wells 

just outside the RCP study area. He found that fractures showed evidence of being subjected to 

multiple stress regimes: 1) right-lateral, strike-slip motion (formed during a compressional stress 

regime) and 2) normal, dip-slip motion (formed during an extensional stress regime). Fractures 

indicating multiple episodes of slip could have been exposed to both of these regimes. Brugioni 

(2017) also provides evidence of recurring movement based on the multiple mineralization 

events. As per his study, fractures of different nature were interpreted in core: filled or partially 

filled with amorphous calcite and open. Visible slickensides were detected for both open and 

partially calcite coated fracture faces (Brugioni, 2017). 

Dudley (2015) analyzed three formation imaging logs in the horizontal wellbores within 

the RCP study area. One of the wells was designed to land in the Codell Sandstone, the 

remaining two wells were targeting the C Chalk bench in the Niobrara Formation. Dominant 

fracture orientations were determined within the Niobrara Formation: 1) N60°W and N90°W for 

the first well and 2) N50°E and N80°W for the second well. The Codell Sandstone fracture 

orientations trend at N65°W. Many fractures were interpreted to be open or partially sealed, only 

few natural fractures were completely sealed. Dudley (2015) also makes a statement about the 

low quality of the image log potentially resulting in higher uncertainty of the fracture 

interpretations in the Codell Sandstone. The Niobrara Formation was found to have lower total 

fracture count in the wellbore compared to the Codell Sandstone. No significant fracture 

intensity differences were identified when comparing chalk and marl lithologies (Dudley, 2015). 

However, lithology and structure were hypothesized to influence microseismic magnitude 

(Dudley, 2015). 
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Figure 1.10: Industry provided fracture orientations observed from a Formation Micro-Image log 

collected in T7N, R64W (Allen, 2010). 
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1.5 Conclusions 

The Niobrara Formation could be characterized as an interbedded and structurally 

complex unconventional play. The main reservoir targets are comprised of low-porosity, low-

permeability chalk benches separated by marls. The presence of a natural fracture network is a 

major factor affecting reservoir connectivity and an important attribute of reservoir 

heterogeneity. Well producibility in this play is strongly impacted by reservoir heterogeneity 

encountered during drilling and completions. 

The Denver Basin has undergone multiple tectonic regimes studied and descried in 

multiple publications. Similar fracture sets created by Laramide compression and post-Laramide 

extension were observed across the basin at the surface outcrops (including the CEMEX quarry 

outcrop) and in the subsurface (including multiple locations across the Wattenberg Field). 

Previous studies relevant for this research also included core fracture analysis and image log 

fracture interpretations which are used in the outcrop-to-subsurface data calibration in the next 

chapters. 
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CHAPTER 2.  

OUTCROP FRACTURE NETWORK ANALYSIS 

The goal of this stage was to get an insight and into the natural fracture networks in the 

Niobrara Formation at the surface. Outcrop studies provide a unique dataset essential for DFN 

subsurface modeling, such as fracture height and length along with a better understanding of 

fracture intensities distributions in a 3D space. As a result of this research stage fracture and 

lithofacies measurements were obtained through field observations, LIDAR surveying and 

interpretations, and photogrammetry application. The data collected allowed for creation of a 

representative 3D model for the unconventional naturally fractured Niobrara reservoir exposed at 

the surface. Special focus was centered on fracture prone lithofacies’ and structural fracture 

drivers’ characterization. 

An additional outcome of the study was to improve the understanding of structural 

complexity in the Denver Basin, such as relationship between wrench fault zones (WFZ), flower 

structures, and listric faults, affecting the distribution of fracture swarms. 

Better understanding of the role and behavior of faults and fractures at the surface was 

carried into subsurface reservoir in the Wattenberg Field and allowed for improved reservoir 

characterization, including fracture connectivity and fracture drivers.  

2.1 Methods of Data Collection and Presentation Sequence 

A series of north-south striking, southward plunging, shallow folds were described by 

Collins and Sonnenberg (2013) to expose much of the sedimentary section near the field area in 

Lyons, Colorado. One of these exposed folds is the Dowe Flats Syncline (Figure 2.1). The 

CEMEX Lyons quarry is located in the Dowe Flats Syncline and thus has the Niobrara 

Formation preserved (Kn). 
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Figure 2.1: Geologic cross section from west to east through ideal location of the CEMEX 

Limestone Quarry, Dowe Flats Syncline, and Rabbit Mountain Anticline (eroded) (modified 

from Collins and Sonnenberg, 2013). 

This research stage focuses on the Niobrara Formation exposed at the surface. The data 

used in the study include field measurements and observations, 3D models derived from 

photogrammetry analysis, terrestrial LIDAR point clouds, geochemistry data from the 24 

exploration cores, and well data from public domain (Figure 2.2).  

All the field measurements were collected at the CEMEX quarry in Lyons, Colorado. The 

CEMEX quarry is located approximately 2.5 mi northeast of the town of Lyons along the eastern 

side of the Front Range in north-central Colorado. The quarry is currently operating in two pits 

targeting primarily the Fort Hays Limestone member of the Niobrara Formation for cement 

production. In 2011 the operator drilled 24 exploration cores to run the geochemical analysis and 

better estimate the reserves. Continuous mining allows to observe the fresh, non-weathered 

outcrop surface. Two pits provide an opportunity to study lateral changes within the formation in 

fine detail. Quarry also provides the exposure of almost the full Niobrara section where one can 

analyze vertical changes (Figure 1.5 (page 9)). 

However, frequent blasting and slope stability issues create complications and limit direct 

access to the outcrop when attempting to collect detailed field measurements for further fracture 
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sets characterization. A combination of photogrammetry and terrestrial LIDAR allowed to 

address the safety issues at the active quarry and supplement hand-held measurements with a 

high-resolution digital dataset. Agisoft PhotoScan software was used for photogrammetry 

processing creating high-resolution 3D rendering of the outcrops representative of different 

lithological and structural settings. 

 

Figure 2.2: Topographic map (built based on point clouds from USGS airborne LIDAR) of the 

CEMEX quarry showing 24 exploration cores’ locations, public well Motley 1, and two active 
pits with point clouds acquired with terrestrial LIDAR (left) and final topographic map (right) 

(Grechishnikova, 2016b). 

Terrestrial LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) often referred to as “3D laser 

scanning” was used to accurately map two open pits creating point clouds further used for 

structural modeling, fracture sets analysis, fracture spacing measurements, fracture area 
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estimates, and facies mapping. High-resolution Maptek I-Site 8820 Laser Scanner station unit 

was used for surveying, while Maptek I-Site Studio software was used for LIDAR data 

processing. The accuracy of the LIDAR data in relation to a coordinate system can vary from 

0.09 ft. to 1.64 ft. depending on the local conditions (Ground-Based LIDAR, 2008). Density of 

points might also affect the accuracy. In this study some of the outcrop locations were poorly 

accessible creating low density of point clouds. To ground truth the LIDAR surveys and to 

accommodate for low quality regions in the point clouds the field measurements and the 

photogrammetry were used where possible. With the application of the methods mentioned 

above fracture trend, height, and spacing data for DFN development were obtained. Many field 

observations indicated no apparent slip along the fracture planes. These fractures will further be 

referred to as joints. 

The DFN model was developed using Schlumberger Petrel software. The input 

parameters were based on the statistics from the data acquired in the CEMEX quarry, such as 

number of fracture sets, their orientation, aspect ratio, and intensity distribution based on the 

local structure and lithology types. 

The stage is divided into 3 sections. In the following (2.2-2.3) section on fracture analysis 

I present fracture data acquired at the CEMEX quarry. This includes the following: dominant 

fracture trends and orientations, fracture spacing distribution, aspect ratio, aperture and fill, a 

discussion on fracture history. In the (2.4) 3D modeling section I summarize the approach used 

to build three general models: structural model, facies model, and discrete fracture network 

(DFN) model. I discuss a brief summary of the fracture parameters and drivers used to 

characterize the fracture network through integrated utilization of structural and facies models. I 

(2.5) conclude this research stage with key observations and recommendations. 
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2.2 Fracture Analysis 

2.2.1 Dominant Fracture Orientations and Characteristics 

As a part of this study fracture planes from the LIDAR dataset (n=2394) were extracted. 

For each of the fracture planes the orientations (dip azimuth and dip angle) were measured. The 

characteristics of the fractures were taken through the field measurements (open or closed, 

composition of fill). I stratified the data by the different benches to analyze the fracture patterns 

in chalks and marls separately (Figure 2.3). Additionally, I stratified the fracture data by the 

bench within the Niobrara Formation (Figure 2.4). I also collected the fracture orientations from 

the field where accessible to ground truth the LIDAR interpretation (n=48).  

 

Figure 2.3: LIDAR dataset representation of A Marl. Top to bottom: point cloud, photographic 

view; final mesh colored on dip angle; final mesh colored on strike (Grechishnikova, 2016b). 
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On average chalk benches had a larger number of observations compared to the marl 

benches (C Chalk n=227; C Marl n=104; D Chalk n=1397; Fort Hays n=154). However, here are 

two exceptions to this observation: (1) at the study site B Chalk bench has a minor exposure 

which results in fewer recorded observations (n=75); (2) the A Marl bench has a relatively large 

number of recorded fracture measurements (n=437) due to the 180° outcrop face exposure. 

 

Figure 2.4: 3D view of the topographic map at the CEMEX Quarry with two identified faults and 

LIDAR fracture planes locations colored on dip azimuth. 

Stereonet plot (Figure 2.5) presents the fracture orientation trends existing in the Niobrara 

Formation at the CEMEX quarry. The structural dip has been removed in order to analyze the 

true orientations of the fractures. Four major orientation trends were identified. The first trend 

represented by the red cluster on the Stereonet (Figure 2.5) has an average dip azimuth of 345° 

and dip angle of 81°, which correlates with J1 set identified by Allen (2010) and Collins and 

Sonnenberg (2013). Field measurements also confirm the calcite mineralization described by 

Allen (2010) and Collins and Sonnenberg (2013). In the Smoky Hill Member the J1 set contains 
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both calcite filled joints and partially calcite filled joints. The apertures of the J1 joint set in the 

upper zones of the Smoky Hill Member are larger compared to the lower zones, and contain 

better developed calcite crystals (Figure 2.6).  

 

Figure 2.5: Upper hemisphere equal-area Schmidt Stereonet of all orientation trend 

measurements in the Niobrara Formation at the CEMEX Quarry (dip azimuth and dip angle). 

The different colors represent the identified trend clusters (a total of four). Field ground truth 

measurements are colored in black. Lighter colors represent upper benches, while darker colors 

represent lower benches. The structural delete process has been performed (modified from 

Grechishnikova, 2016b). 

The second trend represented in the green cluster on the Stereonet (Figure 2.5) has an 

average dip azimuth of 259° and dip angle of 81°. This set has been described by Allen (2010) 

and Collins and Sonnenberg (2013) as a J2 set. Field measurements suggest that J2 set contains 

open joints in the Smoky Hill Member. In the Fort Hays J2 set joints are partially filled with clay 

minerals appearing to have character similar to the fault gouge. 
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The third and fourth trends are represented by orange and blue colored clusters 

respectively on the Stereonet (Figure 2.5 (page 27)). These trends are thought to be associated 

with the shear faults seen at the quarry and running NNE. The shear faults correspond with the 

right-lateral slip ENE-striking faults described by Allen (2010). In addition multiple slickenlines 

were observed at the quarry further indicating sense of movement. The angle between the 

average dip azimuths of these two sets is 60°. The two shear fracture trends thus interpreted to be 

conjugate shear sets with dip azimuth of 246° and dip angle of 48° for the S3 set and dip azimuth 

of 306° and dip angle of 78° for the S4 set. 

 

Figure 2.6: The nature of fracture sets and joints at CEMEX quarry: bladed calcite crystals in the 

partially filled J1 joints in the A Marl (a) and in the Fort Hays (b); slickensides associated with S3 

fractures in the Fort Hays (c); clay minerals filled J2 joints in the Fort Hays (d). 
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All the benches show consistency in the orientation of four interpreted sets (Appendix A). 

Though, compared to other benches the dip angle trends of the S3 set in A Marl bench are more 

vertical, while the dip azimuth trend remains relatively similar. The fractures interpreted to 

represent the S3 set in A Marl also fall close enough to the distribution of J2 set measured in the 

same bench. However, field observations suggest mineralization presence in the subject fracture 

set, while J2 set is known to be typically open. The subject fracture set was thus interpreted to be 

S3 fracture set (for further detail see subsection 2.3 Fracture mechanism discussion). 

2.2.2 Fracture Spacing 

Fracture spacing measurements were taken for all the benches exposed at the CEMEX 

Quarry. 10 major scan line (Figure 2.7) locations were picked to capture the four dominant 

fracture orientation sets resulting in 343 total spacing measurements. Both LIDAR dataset and 

photogrammetry dataset were used. In addition, multiple small scale scan lines have been picked 

on 3D photogrammetry models to evaluate the effect of the distance from the faults on the 

fracture spacing, and the effect of bed thickness (Fort Hays) on fracture spacing. 

 

Figure 2.7: An example of 2 scan lines with fractures colored on dip azimuth. 

Fracture spacing measurements were corrected for the “shadow zone” Terzaghi (1965) – 

bias in measurements of the spacing across the line on the outcrop face which is not 

perpendicular to the fracture orientations. The corrections were discussed by Terzaghi (1965), 

Palmstrom and Stromme (1996), Palmstrom (2005), and Berg (2012). 
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Fracture spacing distributions were analyzed for each individual fractures set. On average 

the maximum spacing of J1, J2, and S3 sets is similar with most probable spacings ranging from 2 

ft. to 7 ft., while S4 set has the wider variation of spacings ranging from 1.2 ft. to 30 ft. Lower 

benches of the Niobrara Formation appear to exhibit higher number of closely spaced fractures 

(especially in a range between 0.4 ft. and 1.5 ft.) compared to the higher benches (Figure 2.8). 

The possible explanations of this character are: 1) study area location in the Dowe Flats Syncline 

resulting in higher negative curvature effecting the lower benches; 2) listric nature of converging 

shear fractures within flower structures (for further details see subsection on Fracture mechanism 

discussion). 

Data analysis shows an apparent variability of fracture spacings associated with changes 

in lithology. Chalk benches have more closely spaced clusters of fractures compared to marl 

benches, which correlates with the current thinking on brittleness effect on fracture spacing 

(Figure 2.9 (page 32)). Field observations suggest the presence of throughgoing fractures 

crosscutting multiple benches of the Niobrara Formation exposed at the outcrop. The spacings of 

the throughgoing fractures fit between 1 ft. and 30 ft. and occur in fracture swarms of closely 

spaced fractures alternating with zones of wider spacings (Figure 2.10 (page 33)). The brittle 

nature of chalk benches results in additional clusters of lithofacies-bound fractures. Lithofacies-

bound fractures commonly occur in a spacing range from 0.3 ft. to 5 ft. A relatively small sub-

seismic listric fault with a variable vertical displacement of approximately 1-2 ft. (Figure 2.10 

(page 33)) was used to evaluate how distance from the fault affects fracture spacing. Due to the 

observation limitations at the exposed rock face I was only able to evaluate the effect of the 

distance from the fault on the shear fracture set S4. The estimated range of distance from the fault 

affecting fracture spacing is up to 30 ft. (Figure 2.11 (page 34)).  
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Figure 2.8: Fracture spacing histograms for upper (above) and lower (below) benches of the 

Niobrara Formation. 
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Figure 2.9: Fracture spacing histograms for chalk benches (above) and marl benches (below) of 

the Niobrara Formation. 
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Figure 2.10: Fracture swarms and listric faults in a negative flower structure (D Chalk bench) 

(Grechishnikova, 2016b). 

The fracture swarms mentioned above can be seen on the log plot (Figure 2.11) as a 

higher frequency component. The curves displayed on the plot are taken along the two parallel 

scan lines at a different elevation (14 ft. difference) and both represent S4 fracture set. One 

should notice a slight phase shift between the two curves. My interpretation is that the curvilinear 

shape of the fracture planes is resulting in the phase misalignment. At the study site the 

curvilinear shape is associated with listric fault zones. I perceive that fracture swarms are denser 

near fault zones. The remaining three fracture and joint sets (J1, J2, and S3) were observed next to 
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the fault at a different location within the D Chalk bench and also showed tighter spacing next to 

the fault zone (Figure 2.19 (page 45)). However, the limited exposure at this location didn’t 

allow to determine the cessation of the fault effect. 

 

Figure 2.11: Graphical plot illustrating S4 set fracture spacing changing with the distance from 

the fault in the D Chalk bench.  

The analysis of detailed 3D mesh produced by photogrammetry (Figure 2.12) suggests 

the fracture spacing variability with bed thickness observed in the Fort Hays limestone (Figure 

2.13 (page 36)). The total number of measurements is 33 for J1 joint set and 45 for J2 joint set. 

The Fort Hays limestone exhibits several styles of J1 and J2 joint patterns including: 1) 

throughgoing; 2) fractures offsetting along the bedding planes to form a rectangular pattern; 3) 

strata-bound fractures.  
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Figure 2.12: 3D photogrammetry mesh of the Fort Hays outcrop: a) colored on strike; b) colored 

on dip angle; c) photographic view (Grechishnikova, 2016b). 
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Figure 2.13: Graphical plot of fracture spacings vs. bed thicknesses identified in Blue color 

represents the J1 set, orange color represents the J2 set. 

2.2.3 Aspect Ratio & Aperture 

The aperture of the fractures observed at the study location varies from 0 for the calcite 

mineralized fractures to vugs of 0.16 ft. in width (Figure 2.6 (page 28)) for the partially 

mineralized and open fractures. The fracture apertures are also frequently variable along the 

height of the fractures. It is thought that the uplift of the Niobrara Formation and it’s exposure at 

the surface resulted in stress release and unloading causing the fracture apertures to increase. 

Thus the apertures of the fractures observed at the quarry would not be representative of those 

existing in the subsurface. For this research stage while building a DFN model a constant 

aperture of 1*10
-6

 ft. was used. 
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Fracture height varies with the propagation type of the fractures: 1) the height of the 

strata-bound fractures starts with 0.3 ft. and increases with the thickness of the individual beds; 

2) the height of the lithofacies-bound fractures averages at approximately 20 ft.; 3) the height of 

the throughgoing fractures can only be estimated at continuously exposed benches reaching up to 

120 ft., but could potentially be more extensive. 

Fracture length is very hard to estimate at the site location due to vegetation and erosion 

at the Dowe Flats outside the quarry pits. Only 3 measurements were observed and taken on the 

quarry floor averaging at 450 ft. The measured fractures kept on going into the quarry walls 

turning out to be throughgoing J1 fractures and suggesting the potential to be more extensive. 

The exposed length of the strata-bound fractures in the Fort Hays can also be measured (Figure 

2.12 (page 35)). The average exposed length is 25 ft. for the J1 set and 13 ft. for the J2 set. 

Fracture aspect ratio (fracture height to length) thus has a high degree of uncertainty. I 

used the measurements for the throughgoing fractures to obtain an aspect ratio of 0.27. The 

aspect ratio for the exposed strata-bound fractures is 0.012 and 0.023 for the J1 and J2 sets 

respectively. The aspect ratio is an important variable derived from the outcrop studies and can 

be further used for the subsurface DFN modeling. 

2.3 Fracture Mechanisms Discussion 

Surface fracture data collected in the Niobrara Formation at the CEMEX quarry show 

four distinct clusters characterized by different orientations and nature suggesting multiple 

fracture episodes. The first episode is thought to happen during the Laramide subhorizontal 

compression creating wrench fault zones (WFZ) (Weimer, 1996) and causing basement block 

rotation (Weimer et. al., 1998). Riedel shear faults are known to develop in the WFZ often 

forming en echelon (Burg, 2015) (Figure 2.14). Based on the data collected at the site I 
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interpreted two conjugate shear sets S3 and S4 associated with the Riedel shear faults and a nearly 

vertical extensional J1 joint set. The J1 and two conjugate shear sets are thought to be a product 

of Laramide compression. The second episode after the mineralization of existing fracture sets 

was a post-Laramide extension creating the J2 joint set. 

 

Figure 2.14: En echelon pattern of shear faults associated with the wrench fault zones (modified 

from Woodcock and Fischer, 1986). 

Multiple listric normal faults forming negative flower structures were observed at the 

CEMEX quarry (Figure 2.10 (page 33)). Similar faults were also interpreted in the different parts 

of the basin and referenced by Davis (1985). The observed listric faults have both vertical and 

horizontal curve-linear nature creating attitude variability in shear fracture sets seen both on the 

Stereonet (Figure 2.5 (page 27)) and at the outcrop (Figure 2.10 (page 33)). S3 fracture set serves 

as an example of listric fractures with dip angle increasing upsection (Figure 2.5 (page 27)). The 

listric nature of the fractures can also be interpreted when observing the spacing changes with 

depth. The shear fractures are more closely spaced in the lower benches of the Niobrara 

Formation suggesting that shear fractures are converging at the base of the flower structure. The 
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fractures with spacing gradually increasing towards A Marl bench were interpreted as being 

located in the upper zone of the flower structures. The presence of folds of different scales 

occurring in conjunction with the Riedel shear zones (The University of Sydney) is further 

supporting evidence for interpretation listed above. The study site lies within a larger scale 

syncline (Figure 2.1 (page 22) and field observations suggest the presence of smaller folds 

(Figure 2.15).  

 

Figure 2.15: The C Marl bench showing a small fold bounded by listric faults (Grechishnikova, 

2016a). 
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The proposed hypothesis is that:  

 The Laramide compression created the WFZ in the Denver Basin with en echelon 

of Riedel shear faults associated with them. The shear faults are thought to be 

strike-slip Mode II. Potentially some of the shear fault blocks could be “pushed 

up” during the continuous compression (Figure 2.16). 

 The post-Laramide extension reactivated the existing shear faults transforming 

some of them into the Mode III shear which resulted in the creation of the 

negative flower structures (Figure 2.16). 

 

Figure 2.16: Flower structures in the Niobrara Formation (Grechishnikova, 2016a). 

2.4 Outcrop 3D Modeling 

2.4.1 Structural Model 

The two pits of the CEMEX quarry expose the Niobrara Formation from the Fort Hays 

base to A Marl top and partially eroded A Chalk (Figure 1.5 (page 9)). Terrestrial LIDAR survey 

data (intensity variations) and field observations allowed for the mapping of the contact surfaces 
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between individual benches in the open pits. Geochemistry data from 24 exploration cores was 

used to identify the tops of the individual Niobrara Formation benches along with the Codell 

Sandstone top and base (refer to 2.4.2 Lithofacies model subsection for details) and to establish 

the structural control within the formation behind the walls of the open pits. A public well 

Motley 1 provided additional control in the far NNE corner of the study site (Figure 2.2 (page 

23)). 

The western flank of the study site exhibits the maximum observed structural dip of the 

formation of 12°. Structural dip gently flattens towards the east. 

Two small scale flower structures containing listric faults were interpreted in the Fort 

Hays and D Chalk bench in Pit #1 (Figure 2.10 (page 33)). Small folds (Figure 2.15 (page 39)) 

and bed drags along the fault planes accompany the flower structures mentioned above. For the 

structural framework modeling purposes multiple listric faults within a flower structure (Figure 

2.17a (page 43)) were simplified to be represented by a single plane. This allowed for correct 

building of the cellular grid. Both faults are striking N50°E with a maximum dip of 46° for the 

fault observed in the Fort Hays and 58° for the fault observed in D Chalk. Core 3 located 150 ft. 

NNW from the D Chalk fault plane was interpreted to have fault gouge at the depths of 101.5-

103.5 ft. and 107.3-108.5 ft. (O’Neal, 2015) providing the evidence for the fault zone. A 

significant difference in elevations along the NW striking line between cores 19, 20, 21 and 

cores 22, 23, 24 suggests the presence of the third fault. Multiple bentonite layers were identified 

in three cores by O’Neal (2015) and observed at the outcrop. To represent the concept of 

bentonite being a potential flow barrier, two continuous bentonite layers were added to the 

model. The final structural framework (Figure 2.17b (page 43)) contains 3 major faults and 14 

zones including bottom to top: Codell SS, Fort Hays, D Chalk, C Marl, C Chalk, B Marl, B 
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Chalk, A Marl, A Chalk, and Sharon Springs; two zones (C Marl and D Chalk) have thin 

bentonite zones associated with them. The lateral I and J grid increment is 20 x 20, the vertical 

resolution of the model was set to 2 ft. to preserve the major vertical variations of lithologies 

observed in the cores. The lateral resolution of the grid varies with the grid cell size depending 

on the faults and averaging at 23x25 ft. The total grid number of cells is 16,986,672. 

2.4.2 Lithofacies Model 

The complex interbedded nature of the Smoky Hill Member exists at a finer scale than 

represented by simple classifications such as chalks and marls benches (Figure 1.5 (page 9)). 

One can observe the finer scale variations in well logs, core, and outcrops across the Denver 

Basin. Current lithofacies model is designed to be utilized for lithofacies drivers distributions 

required for DFN model creation and thus has to capture the finer scale of detail than one 

suggested by the benches classification. Geochemistry data from the 24 exploration cores were 

on average sampled every 0.9 ft. Lithofacies from the geochemistry data were interpreted based 

on classification scheme devised by the Niobrara Research Consortium at the Colorado School 

of Mines (chalk: 0 - 10 % clay, 100 - 90 % carbonate; argillaceous chalk: 10 - 30 % clay, 90 - 70 

% carbonate; marl: 30 - 70 % clay, 70 - 30 % carbonate; calcareous shale: 7 - 90 % clay, 30 - 10 

% carbonate; shale: 90 - 100 % clay, 10 - 0 % carbonate (Stout, 2012)). The vertical resolution of 

the lithofacies model is controlled by structural framework (2 ft.). The model was created for 

each zone individually by performing TGS (Truncated Gaussian Simulation) driven by 

probabilities estimated from cores (Figure 2.18 (page 44)). The CaCO3 property was then created 

based on the carbonate % for the different lithofacies. Chalks and marly chalks were grouped 

together to represent the chalky zones lithology fracture driver. 
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 Figure 2.17: a) Topographic surface and listric faults in the two flower structures observed in 

Quarry Pit #1; b) Final structural framework displayed with three major faults and horizons C 

Chalk and below (Grechishnikova, 2016a). 
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Figure 2.18: Lithographic model presented in a 3D view (left) and I (AA’) and J (BB’) cross 
sections (right) demonstrating the complexity of interbedded lithofacies (Grechishnikova, 

2016b). 
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2.4.3 Fracture Intensities and DFN Model 

Fracture density or intensity was defined by Dershowitz and Herda (1992) as “the area of 

fractures in a volume” of rock. According to Dershowitz (1984), fracture intensity can be 

measured in one, two, and three dimensions. Measurements of fracture spacing in the Niobrara 

Formation at the study site were performed in one dimension along multiple scan lines. Fracture 

intensity has an inverse relationship with average fracture spacing. Thus the calculated intensity 

is defined as a number of fractures per window (with a sliding window of 10 ft. along the scan 

lines) (Figure 2.19).  

 

Figure 2.19: Fracture intensity logs: total (colored on fracture intensity), and for each individual 

fracture set (J1 – red, J2 – green, S3 – orange, S4 – blue) for scan lines within different 

representative benches, left to right: C Marl, D Chalk, D Chalk near the listric fault, and the Fort 

Hays (Grechishnikova, 2016a). 

The intensity property model was developed by performing TGS. Different intensity 

properties are created for four different fracture sets. For each fracture set two fracture intensity 
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volumes were modeled in several steps. To preserve the throughgoing fractures and fracture 

swarms potentially providing better connectivity between different benches the common fracture 

intensity property derived from the marl intensities was created for all zones of the model 

(Figure 2.20).  

 

Figure 2.20: An example of fracture intensity property model for the J1 joint set: a) fracture 

intensity derived from marls for the entire Niobrara Formation with vertically and laterally 

continuous fracture swarms zones; b) fracture intensity within the chalky zones corrected for the 

throughgoing marl fractures (Grechishnikova, 2016a). 
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The chalk fracture intensity property was created only within the chalky zones. The Fort 

Hays limestone and the Smoky Hill Member chalky zones were grouped together because of 

similar fracture spacings. The fractures are modeled in two steps: 1) with marl intensity for the 

whole model and 2) with chalk intensity only within the chalky zones. However, the chalk 

intensity accounts for the throughgoing fracture swarms already modeled for all zones based on 

marl intensity. The DFN model thus tends to overestimate the number of fractures in the chalky 

zones, as the throughgoing fractures are being accounted for twice. To correct for overestimated 

fracture number I subtracted the marl fracture intensity volume from the chalk fracture intensity 

volume and used the difference to model the closer spaced lithofacies-bound fractures in the 

chalky zones. 

Figure 2.19 (page 45) shows the increased fracture intensity (J1, J2, and S3 sets) around 

the small fault zone. The fracture spacing changes with the distance from the fault were 

measured for the S4 fracture set (as previously explained in 2.2.2 Fracture spacing subsection). In 

attempt to limit the effect of biasness the fault effect on the fracture intensity was modeled only 

for the S4 fracture set. The previously described listric faults (Figure 2.17a (page 43)) were 

honored while creating a fault driver in attempt to better preserve the effect of flower structures 

(Figure 2.21a). Based on the graph showing fracture spacing vs. distance from the fault (Figure 

2.11 (page 34)) and on the intensity calculation window size (10 ft.) five zones affecting the 

fracture intensities were identified within the fault driver property. Zone 0 to 10 ft. has a 

coefficient of 10*fracture intensity, zone 10 to 20 ft. has a coefficient of 3.3*fracture intensity, 

zone 20 to 30 ft. has a coefficient of 2*fracture intensity, zone 30 to 40 ft. has a coefficient of 

1.5*fracture intensity, zone >40 ft. doesn’t have an effect on fracture intensity (Figure 2.21b). 

The two assumptions made while constructing the DFN model for the S4 set are: 1) the 
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coefficients from the fault driver applicable for the chalk intensities remain the same for the marl 

intensities; 2) faults with the different displacement have the same coefficients. Additional data 

is required to better constrain the fault driver coefficients for different lithologies and different 

fault sizes. 

 

Figure 2.21: a) distance from the fault driver; b) fracture intensity for the S4 fracture set within 

the chalky zones corrected for the throughgoing marl fractures (Grechishnikova, 2016a). 

The DFN model parameters include the mean dip direction and dip azimuth for each of 

four fracture sets, 3D fracture intensity properties for chalks and marls for each fracture set, and 
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the constant aperture and geometries for throughgoing and lithofacies-bound fractures. Because 

of the limited dataset for the purposes of DFN modeling the aspect ratio of both chalks and marls 

is set to be 0.27 with constant throughgoing fractures height of 120 ft. and constant lithofacies-

bound fracture height of 20 ft. (based on field measurements). The complete DFN model can be 

seen on Figure 2.22. The different character of the fracture sets and types (throughgoing and 

lithofacies-bound) can be observed on the Figure 2.23 (page 51) along with the fault driver 

application for the S4 fracture set. 

 

Figure 2.22: Complete DFN model with all the fracture and joint sets displayed (Grechishnikova, 

2016b). 

One of the unique advantages of the constructed DFN model is the ability to validate and 

quality control the resulting fracture networks against the original 3D exposure of the Niobrara 

Formation at the quarry. Thus statistics gathered and methods used are verified to be effective 

and sufficient for preservation of spatial fracture distributions and patterns (such as fracture 
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length, height, and intensities which are known to be challenging to evaluate based on the well 

data). Fracture corridors and swarms illustrating the fracture intensities from the statement above 

can be seen on Figure 2.24 (page 52). 

2.5 Conclusions 

The outcrop study revealed the complexity of fracture network and distributions existing 

within the Niobrara Formation allowing to differentiate between four fracture sets and to analyze 

fracture drivers. The size and spacing of the fractures and joints are affected by both lithology 

and structure. The throughgoing fracture swarms, lithofacies-bound fractures, and strata-bound 

fractures are common for all four fracture sets. The strata-bound and lithofacies-bound fractures 

and joints occur within more brittle chalky zones. Negative flower structures common for the 

Denver Basin have been proven to affect fracture intensities by increasing the density of fracture 

swarms near the fault zones. 

As a result of this stage a geological model was constructed based on the geostatistical 

data collected at the CEMEX quarry. Lessons learned were further utilized for enhanced 

geological and predictive fracture modeling in the subsurface in the next research stages 

(Chapters 3 and 4). 
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Figure 2.23: Map view showing the S3 fracture set (yellow) and S4 fracture set (blue): a) and c) 

show the dominance of throughgoing fractures (darker colors) in the B Marl; b) and d) show the 

throughgoing fractures along with lithofacies-bound fractures (lighter colors) in the C Chalk; e) 

AA’ cross section showing the distribution of S3 and S4 fracture sets (red) controlled by 

lithofacies driver and fault driver (modified from Grechishnikova, 2016b). 
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Figure 2.24: 3D view of throughgoing fracture corridors and swarms (J1 set), simplified 

lithofacies model cross sections, and base of the Codell Sandstone horizon (base of the 

lithofacies model) (Grechishnikova, 2016a). 
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CHAPTER 3.  

SUBSURFACE 3D GEOLOGICAL MODEL 

From the outcrop my research shifted into the subsurface at the RCP study area (Figure 

1.4 (page 8)) in Wattenberg Field. Creating and propping fractures in the marlstones can be 

problematic, and the effectiveness of these completions can vary substantially (Johnson, 2016). 

A modeling approach capable of tracking fracture-connectivity structures with high resolution 

could provide essential information on the role of fracture connectivity on the fluid flow. 

Based on natural fracture network modeling performed at the outcrop I expect to observe 

structural and lithological fracture drivers influencing fracture distributions in the subsurface. 

The outcrop work showed that proximity to fault zones coincided with increased fracture 

intensity. In addition, chalk beds showed increased fracture intensity compared to marl beds. 

Thus there is a need for an accurate and detailed structural framework and lithofacies model. A 

geological model allows the comparison and calibration of fracture sets and intensities observed 

at the surface on fracture interpretations from subsurface data to determine if statistical data 

analysis from the outcrop can be incorporated into Discrete Fracture Network modeling in the 

subsurface. 

3.1 Data Availability and QC 

The majority of available data for the RCP Stage XV and XVI at the Wattenberg Field 

was provided by Anadarko Petroleum Corporation (Figure 3.1). The Turkey shoot was a joint 

acquisition (RCP and APC) of the time-lapse (4D), multicomponent (9C) seismic survey. The 

main components of the dataset critical for this research are (Figure 3.1): 

 3 seismic surveys (3D Merge, 3D/3C Anatoli, 4D/9C Turkey shoot) 
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 Completion, production, tracer data for the 11 horizontal wells within the Wishbone 

section 

 Surface array microseismic within the Wishbone section acquired during well 

stimulation 

 Core from vertical wells outside the seismic surveys (interpreted by Brugioni (2017)) 

 Image logs acquired in horizontal wellbores in three wells within Wishbone section 

and just West of Wishbone section 

 Well log data in over 1300 vertical and deviated wells within Merge survey 

 

Figure 3.1: Data available within RCP study site, Wattenberg Field (RCP, 2017). 
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The Anatoli (≈ 10 mi2) survey was chosen for further modeling and analysis because it 

has a potential of presenting a larger range of variability compared to the Turkey Shoot seismic 

survey (smaller area ≈ 1 mi2 
within Anatoli). In addition there are two wells with sonic data 

within the Anatoli survey. Merge survey (larger survey ≈ 50 mi2)
 is comprised of multiple 

seismic surveys acquired in different years and processed separately which can be seen on 

attribute maps (Figure 3.2) Anatoli survey provides better amplitude consistency (Figure 3.3 

(page 57)). When compared to the Merge survey during seismic data QC Anatoli shows better 

signal to noise ratio and less pronounced footprint artifacts (Figure 3.3 (page 57), Figure 3.4 

(page 58)). 

A comprehensive and detailed structural framework that would accurately control 

fracture distributions requires the resolution levels beyond those derivable from seismic volumes. 

Horizontal wells drilled within the Anatoli survey are a valuable input that could provide the 

additional information on Niobrara benches and faults (Figure 3.5 (page 58)). All the horizontal 

wells’ location and KB information, deviations, logs, and mudlogs were downloaded from the 

COGCC website. A total of 115 vertical / deviated and 76 horizontal wells were analyzed. 

The horizontal resolution along the wellbore is thus limited to the Gamma Ray (GR) 

resolution, as this logging tool is the one most commonly used across the field to ensure proper 

landing. 

A seismic well tie was performed to transfer seismic into depth domain. Initial well ties 

included 2 wells with sonic logs and 10 wells with synthetic sonic logs synthesized through 

cluster analysis and neural networks (RCP, 2015). 

The well ties showed an average correlation coefficient of 0.81 (Figure 3.6a (page 59)). 

The wavelets were extracted in a 400 ms. window including the reservoir interval. 
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Figure 3.2: Merge 3D survey QC analysis. TWT horizons: shallow (upper left) and Niobrara top 

(upper right); RMS amplitude attribute in 10 ms. window along the shallow horizon (middle left) 

and Niobrara top horizon (middle right); Instantaneous Frequency extracted along the shallow 

horizon (lower left) and Niobrara top horizon (lower right). Note the footprint artifacts visible on 

the attribute maps for both Niobrara top and shallow horizons.  
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Figure 3.3: Anatoli 3D seismic survey QC analysis. TWT horizons: shallow (upper left) and 

Niobrara top (upper right); RMS amplitude attribute in 10 ms. window along the shallow horizon 

(middle left) and Niobrara top horizon (middle right); Instantaneous Frequency extracted along 

the shallow horizon (lower left) and Niobrara top horizon (lower right). Minor footprint artifacts 

are visible on the Instantaneous Frequency attribute maps for both Niobrara top and shallow 

horizons. 
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Figure 3.4. Shallow vs Niobrara horizons correlation for Merge (left) and Anatoli (right) seismic 

surveys. Note higher correlation for the Merge survey (higher correlation could be indicative of 

severe footprint artifacts). RMS attribute was taken in 10 ms. window, colored on shallow 

horizon TWT. 

 

Figure 3.5: Anatoli seismic survey, vertical and horizontal wells. 
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Figure 3.6: Well tie examples before seismic phase rotation (above) (corr.: 0.778, average for all 

wells corr.: 0.812) and after seismic phase rotation (below) (corr.: 0.773, average for all wells 

corr.: 0.844). 

The extracted wavelet showed a phase rotation of -26° (Figure 3.7a).  The seismic cubes 

were rotated by -26°. A seismic well tie was then performed for all 12 wells to extract the new 

wavelets. New synthetic to seismic correlation values average at 0.84 for a 400 ms. wavelet 

extraction window (Figure 3.6b). The new average wavelet extracted from the rotated seismic 

cube is near zero-phase (current phase rotation is 2.75°) (Figure 3.7b). Finally, all the seismic 

well ties were then performed for the third time with the new average wavelet. 

The resulting TDR (time-depth relationship) curves were consistent between all 12 wells 

(Figure 3.8). 
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Figure 3.7: Average wavelet extracted from original seismic cube (wavelet phase rotation -26°) 

(left) and new average wavelet extracted from seismic cube after phase rotation (wavelet phase 

rotation 2.75°) (right). 

 

Figure 3.8: Final TDRs for all 12 wells colored on interval velocity. 
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3.2 Velocity Model 

All the faults for the structural framework need to be picked in depth domain to insure the 

match with the tops and faults interpreted in horizontal wells based on logs, geosteering reports, 

mudlogs, and image logs. The first velocity model for the Anatoli survey was built based on the 

time horizons, 115 vertical and deviated wells within the survey, and 12 TDR curves (Figure 

3.9). 

 

Figure 3.9: Average velocity cube with 12 TDR curves displayed. 

Though the velocity model is smooth and is built based on the vertical well control it 

doesn’t honor the tops in many of the 74 horizontal wells within the Anatoli survey. The reason 

for a mismatch between the depth horizons and the tops in horizontal wells is the uncertainty in 

well deviation surveys. Incorporating the horizontal wells into the geological model despite the 
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deviation survey uncertainty is one of the challenges. On average, horizontal wells have a higher 

probability of positioning errors due to MWD tool limitations that are subject to external effects 

on accuracy (axial misalignment, BHA (Bottom Hole Assembly) deflection, not accounted for 

local geomagnetic field variations, drillstring-induced interference, etc.). In some cases the errors 

can reach up to 1% of MD (Buchanan et al, 2013). The common way to recognize and address 

these errors is by estimating the EOU (ellipsoid of uncertainty) around the surveyed wellbores 

(Figure 3.10). 

 

Figure 3.10: An example of EOU (ellipsoid of uncertainty) for deviation surveys of horizontal 

wells (color legend is showing the lateral error). Codell top horizon is displayed. 

According to available error ellipse survey reports the potential error window at MD 

equivalent to the Niobrara top varies from +20 to -20 ft. while the error window at the toe of the 

one-mile long lateral can reach up to +/-90 ft. Given the variable zone of actual well placement 

the depth converted horizons are considered a higher priority source of information over the 

horizontal well tops for use in creating structural framework. Based on observations the 

mismatch between the depth converted horizons and most of the horizontal well tops falls within 
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the uncertainty window (Figure 3.11). Horizontal wells that showed a mistie beyond the 

indicated threshold were removed from the further analysis as there was no data to determine the 

causality of increased error in well survey positioning. 

 

Figure 3.11: Anatoli seismic survey (Niobrara top horizon is displayed), vertical and horizontal 

wells. The reason for a mistie between the depth horizon and the tops in horizontal wells is the 

uncertainty in well deviation surveys. 

A new velocity model was developed utilizing the vertical wells and those horizontal 

wells that passed the QC process. Though depth conversion with the new velocity model satisfies 

all the well tops (vertical and horizontal wells), it introduces additional artificial depth variations 

for horizon surfaces due to inaccurate positioning of horizontal wells. 

This is done intentionally as the introduced variations are being acknowledged and deemed 

necessary to force the structural framework zones to honor the horizontal wells. For the purposes 
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of this study it was more important to analyze the well data fitted to the model and understand 

the mechanisms influencing the reservoir.  

Horizontal wells were then reinterpreted for the formation tops and zones. Data used for 

interpretations included: mud log data (gamma ray, gas shows, ROP, cuttings descriptions) and 

depth converted 3D seismic to “re-geosteer” the wells and to analyze relative bench geospatial 

positioning. As a common practice horizontal wells are not usually included into structure 

modeling process due to the conflicts between formation tops picking and intra-formational zone 

location calls. The software is designed to work more efficiently with vertical and deviated 

wellbores, and presents challenges when one attempts to utilize horizontal wells and especially 

toe-up horizontal wells in a structurally complex environment. Thus re-geosteering of the 

horizontal wells turned out to be a complicated and lengthy process. However, it was a necessary 

step to insure that fracture interpretations from the horizontal wells will later be properly 

projected into the model. The results of the re-geosteering can be seen on Figure 3.12. 

 

Figure 3.12: Zone logs and faults locations interpreted in the horizontal wells. 
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3.3 Geological Model  

A geological model is essential to better understand the similarities and differences 

between fracture drivers at the outcrop and in the subsurface. Accurate representation of fracture 

drivers, such as zones of structural deformation and lithology will hopefully allow for more 

accurate fracture intensity prediction. 

Thus geological modeling has potential for adding value by assisting with improved 

predictive capabilities for natural fracture network, producibility (well efficiency), stimulated 

reservoir volume size (recovery), optimized well placement and completions strategies, 

estimated recoverable reserves, reserve stimulation planning. It can also serve as a common 

geodatabase and means for research results to be integrated and compared. 

3.3.1 Structural Framework 

For structural framework building process both depth-converted seismic volumes and 

horizontal well data were used to interpret horizons and fault structures (Figure 3.13). The 

seismic resolution at reservoir depth is only allowing for gross scale fault interpretation. A 

negative flower structure model with multiple “stair-stepping” listric faults previously interpreted 

at the outcrop (Figure 2.16 (page 40)) was used as an analogy to complement the simple graben 

concept. Fault picks in the horizontal wells enabled me to verify the validity of the multiple 

listric fault structure concept and enhance the structural model with more complex faulting styles 

(Figure 3.14 (page 67)). The final 3D model has 9 zones including: A Marl, B Chalk, C Chalk, C 

Marl, D Chalk, Fort Hays, Codell, and combined Carlile-Greenhorn zone. The Niobrara 

Formation is missing the A Chalk in the RCP study area due to structural uplift and erosion 

shortly after Niobrara time. The cellular grid that was created based on the structural framework 

displays lateral I and J grid increment of 100 x 100 ft. Vertical resolution of the model was set to 
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vary between 2 and 5 ft. based on GR resolution and varying zone thicknesses in the model. This 

approach allows the preservation of most of the meaningful information on lithology change, 

while not introducing ambiguity. Lateral resolution of the grid also varies with the grid cell size 

depending on the fault locations as well as fault orientations and dip angles. Pillar gridding used 

for fault modeling allowed for creation of planar faults as opposed to the stair step faults 

produced by other structural modeling approaches. This choice was made in order to insure the 

continuous and planar nature of the proximity to the fault model property, which in turn will 

control the fracture intensity property resulting in even and smooth fracture planes distribution at 

a given distance from the faults. The total number of cells within the final model is 5,737,392. 

The 3D grid was QC-ed for negative sells, envelopes, etc.to allow for future alternative 

interpretations and engineering simulations (Figure 3.15).  

 

Figure 3.13: Faults in the structural framework honoring fault picks in the horizontal wells 

(Grechishnikova, 2017). 
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Figure 3.14: Complex faulting styles in the structural framework exhibited by a distance from the 

fault property. The conceptual model from the outcrop is displayed on the bottom right 

(Grechishnikova, 2017). 

 

Figure 3.15: Final structural framework showing zones (representative of Niobrara benches) and 

3D grid cells (Grechishnikova, 2017). 
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3.3.2 Lithofacies Model 

The complex interbedded nature of the Smoky Hill Member (A through D Niobrara 

benches) exists at a finer scale than represented by the zone model (Figure 3.15 (page 67)) and 

simple classifications such as chalk and marl benches. Lithofacies modeling is thus targeted to 

capture the interbedded chalks and marls at a finer scale of detail than suggested by the bench 

classification. In addition to providing structural information horizontal wells are an important 

data source when attempting to build a detailed lithofacies model. For better lithofacies modeling 

results multiple data inputs were used (both “soft” - seismic and “hard” well data). Lithofacies 

model data inputs included: seismic inversion products within the Anatoli survey, facies 

classifications based on core analysis, well and mud logs from vertical, deviated, and horizontal 

wells. 

Before proceeding with seismic inversion there was a  need to verify that the results 

would yield meaningful information within the interval of interest. The application of basic cross 

plots is an initial starting point to identify the potential for data separation.  The cross plot 

(Figure 3.16) showed the separation of clusters colored on Gamma Ray as a preliminary proxy 

for lithology (Fort Hays – dark blue, chalks – light blue, marls – dark green and red). However, 

frequency content filtering to seismic frequencies delineated only general trends for lithofacies 

separation (resolving A bench, combined B and C benches, and combined D Chalk and Fort 

Hays) setting the expectations for a low-resolution but laterally continuous lithofacies model 

component derived from seismic inversion. 

Due to the limited data availability in the horizontal wells we have to significantly 

simplify lithofacies analysis for the logs. Core facies described by Brugioni (2017) were 

compared to GR appearance in order to establish whether a single GR log can serve as a proxy 
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for lithology. A simple cutoff value for the GR appeared to be satisfying to differentiate between 

chalk and marl stringers of the meaningful for GR log resolution (Figure 3.17). The number of 

facies is reduced so that the simplified chalk / marl classification can later be used to compare 

and calibrate the outcrop and subsurface lithology fracture drivers. 

 

Figure 3.16: Niobrara top to Codell base reservoir zone. SI (S-wave Impedance) vs. PI (P-wave 

Impedance), colored on Gamma Ray (Fort Hays – dark blue, chalks – light blue, marls – dark 

green and red). The curves are produced from log data in a vertical well within the Anatoli 

survey.  
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Figure 3.17: GR-based facies compared to facies interpreted in the core. 

Anatoli inversion products (RCP, 2017) were utilized through the acoustic and elastic 

impedance volumes cross plots analysis. 3D geobodies were created based on the chalk cutoffs 

from the cross plots of acoustic and elastic impedance. The geobodies proved to be of a very low 

frequency which limited their use in the lithofacies modeling process in a form of a low 

frequency trend (Figure 3.18). Lithofacies model was developed for each zone individually by 

performing the TGS driven by probabilities from the facies logs calculated based on the GR 

cutoffs (Figure 3.19, Figure 3.20 (page 72)). 
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Figure 3.18: Geobodies from inverted acoustic and elastic impedance volumes cross plots 

showing chalk distributions. The well logs show GR-based lithofacies (Grechishnikova, 2017). 

 

Figure 3.19: Final lithofacies model (Grechishnikova, 2017). 
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Figure 3.20: Lithofacies model cross sections AA’ (above) and BB’ (below) showing GR-based 

facies logs displayed in the horizontal wells (Grechishnikova, 2017). 
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3.4 Conclusions 

It’s important to understand the uses and limitation of the information derived from 

horizontal wells to properly constrain the geological model. The seismic resolution at reservoir 

depth is only allowing for gross scale fault interpretation, but the abundance of horizontal 

wellbores within the seismic survey provides higher resolution data supplement. However, one 

should be aware of wellbore positioning uncertainty when attempting to enhance a geological 

model. For this research the EOU issue was addressed through velocity model application 

allowing to correct the vertical component of the ellipsoid and fit seismic data to all the well tops 

picked in horizontal wells. If there was a need for a reservoir model representing true depth, the 

current geological model can always be converted back into time with current velocity model 

and then taken back into the depth domain using the true velocity model based on the more 

spatially accurate vertical wells. 

The data interpretations suggest that faulting styles and complexities appear to be similar 

to those fault structures interpreted at the outcrop (Figure 3.14 (page 67)). Horizontal well picks 

combined with seismic “re-geosteering” support the outcrop fault model analogy confirming the 

presence of multiple listric faults in negative flower structures and enhancing the simple large 

scale graben concept derived from seismic.  
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CHAPTER 4.  

OUTCROP-TO-SUBSURFACE CALIBRATION 

The focus of this research is to accurately interpret and model natural fracture 

distributions. In addition to conventional sources of information on natural fractures (such as 

FMI, cores, anisotropy and attribute analysis) the research utilizes the information gained from 

outcrop modeling. This approach is only possible when fracture distribution analogies derived 

from the surface are proven to be valid and applicable for the subsurface reservoir. 

Outcrops could be a misleading data source for subsurface fracture analysis and DFN 

creation in unconventional plays (Gale et al., 2014). The common factors capable of causing 

issues when transferring fracture information from the surface to the reservoir model are: surface 

weathering, fracture filling with minerals not representative of the deep subsurface, new fracture 

creation due to uplift, unloading, unroofing, and exposure, small and poorly exposed outcrops, 

etc. (Gale et al., 2014). 

  The data for the fracture network discussed in Chapter 2 was acquired at the active 

quarry. This factor eliminates the severe weathering effects that unconventionals, mostly 

comprised of shales and mudrocks, are subject to. All the strata at the outcrops were freshly 

exposed due to frequent blasting and mining. In addition, multiple quarry pits with no vegetation 

in them provided large areas of outcrop exposure both laterally and vertically (exposing the 

entire section observed in the subsurface at the RCP study site). The factor one must consider 

when analyzing fracture network at the active quarry is blasting related fractures. To eliminate 

man-made fractures along with fractures created by uplift and unloading only the fractures with 

signs of mineralization and sense of motion were included in this study. Extensive calcite crystal 

growth along the fracture planes and slickensides were used as indicators of subsurface-created 
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fractures. According to Gale et al. (2014) calcite-sealed outcrop fractures could be used as 

subsurface analog. 

Gale et al. (2014) also state that differences in fracture orientations at the outcrop and in 

the subsurface could be a strong indicator of problems when correlating the two datasets due to 

possible differences in fracture formation mechanisms. Differences in depositional conditions, 

diagenetic and burial history could also indicate that subsurface-to-surface fracture comparison 

could be inappropriate. The timing of the fractures is thus an essential element when attempting 

to correlate outcrop data to subsurface data (Gale et al., 2014). Discussion on tectonic regimes 

(Chapter 1) proves that the outcrop areas and subsurface study site in the Wattenberg field were 

influenced by the same tectonic events of Laramide compression and post-Laramide extension. 

One concern remaining after fracture forming mechanisms analysis is the asymmetric shape of 

the Denver Basin. The outcrops along the Front Range were potentially exposed to events of 

relatively higher “magnitude” and stress values compared to the subsurface zones in the center of 

the basin. Thus while the orientation of fracture sets might be similar, the fracture set intensities 

may vary, and certainly fracture aperture would be different. The calibration approach was to 

compare the relative fracture intensity change as opposed to absolute fracture intensity values. 

It’s important to use similar approaches and techniques when performing both outcrop 

and subsurface fracture data analysis. Outcrop-to-subsurface calibration can thus be split into 

several steps: 

 subsurface fracture data sets interpretation (dip angle and dip azimuth, nature, and 

mechanisms) 

 vertical (with benches) and lateral (from well to well) fracture orientation variations 

 surface vs. subsurface fracture sets comparison 
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 fracture intensities per set 

 fracture intensities as a function of lithology and distance to the faults 

 compare outcrop and subsurface fracture intensities 

4.1 Image Logs to Outcrop Calibration 

Outcrop-to-subsurface calibration was done through fracture data integration from image 

logs interpretations, core analysis, and microseismic trends. Image log data included fractures’ 

location, dip angle, dip azimuth, and nature (open/ sealed/ partially sealed/ small fault with no 

lithology change) interpreted in two horizontal wellbores within Wishbone section performed by 

Dudley (2015). Image logs plotted in 3D geological model can be seen on Figure 4.1. Core 

observations allowed to identify fracture creation mechanisms (strike-slip motion and dip-slip 

motion) (Brugioni, 2017). 

Figure 4.2 (page 78) shows a map view of two horizontal wells over C Chalk horizon 

with image logs interpretations on rose plots grouped per bench. Fracture orientations appear to 

be very consistent for both wells and for all the benches horizontal wellbores are drilled through. 

More fractures were detected in close proximity to the graben. 

A stereonet plot (Figure 4.3 (page 79)) shows image log fracture orientation trends found 

in the Niobrara Formation in two horizontal wellbores. Similarly to the outcrop fracture analysis 

process the structural dip has been removed in order to analyze the true orientations of the 

fractures. Two major orientation trends were identified. The first trend (red cluster) has both 

open/ partially mineralized fractures and sealed fractures (fracture classification from Dudley, 

2015) with an average strike of 269° and dip angle of 83°. It correlates very well with the J1 joint 

set observed at the outcrop. The second trend (blue cluster) includes all types of fractures (open/ 

partially sealed, sealed, and small faults) with an average strike of 242° and dip angle of 56°.  
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Figure 4.1: Image logs interpretations colored on dip azimuth in wells 2N and 6N displayed over 

D Chalk horizon (above). 2N (middle) and 6N (bottom) lithofacies model cross sections. 
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Figure 4.2: Fracture orientation and distributions per bench. C Chalk horizon is displayed. 
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Dudley (2015) classified small faults as “faults that do not show a large change in 

lithology across the fault” (as opposed to large faults). Thus small faults are not showing any 

displacement either. I interpreted these fracture types as shear fractures of Mode II or Mode III 

(see subchapter 2.3 for details). In his core analysis Brugioni (2017) also provides an evidence 

for shear fractures presence (Mode II) along with reactivation surfaces evidence (Mode III). Thus 

an assumption is made that blue cluster is representative of S4 shear fracture set seen at the 

quarry. S4 fracture set is characterized by having a wide distribution and high variability both at 

the quarry and in the subsurface. 

 

Figure 4.3: Upper hemisphere equal-area Schmidt Stereonet plots of original image log input 

data (left) and interpreted fracture sets (right). 

There is an occurrence of a third potential fracture set (orange cluster) that could be 

correlative to S3 shear fracture set observed at the quarry as it is comprised of small faults and 
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partially mineralized fractures. The number of measurements is very limited and thus the S3 

fracture set cannot be statistically verified. One possible explanation is that the low frequency of 

occurrence is due to the parallel relationship between the wellbore orientation and the fracture 

planes orientation. The J2 joint set observed at the outcrop is not present in the image log 

interpretations. Similarly to the S3 fracture set, the J2 joints also have a parallel relationship with 

the wellbore orientation. However, the J2 set has been commonly observed across the basin 

(Allen, 2010, Vincelette and Foster, 1992, Erslev, 2011) and recognized by multiple companies 

operating in the Denver Basin (Figure 1.10 (page 19), Quezada, 2015). The summary of outcrop 

to image logs fracture sets comparison can be seen on Figure 4.4 and Table 4.1. 

 

Figure 4.4: Outcrop-to-subsurface fracture and joint sets comparison. Upper hemisphere equal-

area Schmidt stereonet showing outcrop fracture data (left) and subsurface fracture data (right). 
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Table 4.1: Outcrop-to-subsurface calibration: fracture sets summary. 

J1 Outcrop Subsurface 

strike 255° 269° 

dip angle 81° 83° 

J2 Outcrop Subsurface 

strike 169°  - 

dip angle 81°  - 

S3 Outcrop Subsurface 

strike 156° 125° 

dip angle 48° 56° 

S4 Outcrop Subsurface 

strike 216° 242° 

dip angle 78° 56° 

4.2 Microseismic to Outcrop Calibration 

Development of a detailed geological model in the depth domain enabled the integration 

of microseismic data to analyze the effect of faults on completion stages and to compare the 

locations and character of microseismic events in respect to fault zones and fracture sets 

orientations (Figure 4.5 (page 83)). Multiple clusters of microseismic events appear to be 

associated with faults. Stress perturbations are known to occur in the vicinity of open joints and 

faults because the fault is a plane of weakness and can act as a barrier to the transmission of 

tensile stress (Gross et al., 1995). This behavior is worth considering when planning completion 

stages in the vicinity of faults in order to properly stimulate the reservoir on both sides of the 

fault. High resolution models capturing complicated faulting styles within the Niobrara 

Formation are required for planning development strategies, as fault proximity is known to have 

a significant impact on stage stimulation and overall reservoir production. In addition, fault 

zones are associated with increased natural fracture intensities. Thus even if fractures were not 

induced across the fault zone due to the energy diversion along the fault planes (a factor of stress 

and fault plane orientation) there still might be natural fracture swarms present. Additional 
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studies are needed to better understand the interaction between natural open fractures and 

reservoir stimulation process. Crosscutting and abutting fractures produce a fracture network, 

but, depending on the degree of sealing and on whether early sets were prone to reactivation, the 

network may never has been hydraulically connected (Gale and Holder, 2008). Reactivation 

during hydraulic-fracture treatments could result in the network becoming hydraulically 

connected. Figure 4.6 (page 84) shows microseismic events and image log interpretations in 

wells 2N and 6N. Microseismic events appear to cluster in the zones of decreased natural 

fracture intensities along the wellbores. The current hypothesis is that areas of higher natural 

fracture intensity are capable of absorbing and transmitting energy resulting in lower levels of 

microseismicity. Open natural fractures could be challenging to detect using microseismic. 

Instead, microseismic events might be indicative of stimulating and breaking the intact rock or 

sealed natural fracture reactivation and cannot be used for fracture intensities mapping. 

Displayed on the Schmidt Stereonet (Figure 4.7 (page 85)), microseismic events exhibit two 

major trends. The WNW striking trend aligns with the azimuth of the maximum horizontal stress 

previously discussed in subchapter 1.3 and shown on Figure 1.9 (page 16). The second trend 

correlates with the J2 joint set observed at the outcrop and described by other researchers 

(discussed in subchapter 1.4). Smart et al. (2014) and Ferrill et al. (2014) state that reactivation 

of pre-existing structures will in many cases preempt failure of intact rock, occurring at lower 

injection pressures of fracture gradients than those required for failure of intact rock. 

Reactivation of faults and fractures is particularly likely where preexisting fault surfaces are 

favorably oriented for reactivation with respect to the in-situ or injection-perturbed stress field 

(Smart et al., 2014). Thus microseismic analysis is capable of providing additional information 
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on natural fracture network potentially being reactivated through reservoir stimulation. The J2 

joint set derived from microseismic has an average strike of 181° and dip angle of 66°. 

 

Figure 4.5: Microseismic events in 2D view colored on stage (above) and strike (below). Event 

size is proportional to magnitude. White lines represent fault plane projections in the model. 
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Figure 4.6: Microseismic events (colored on strike) in wells 2N and 6N overlapping image logs 

interpretations (colored on strike). Red box shows the location of 4, 5, and 6 completion stages 

that failed to perform. Yellow boxes show the increased fracture intensity zones based on image 

log interpretations. C Marl horizon is displayed in the background. 
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Figure 4.7: Outcrop-to-subsurface fracture and joint sets comparison. Upper hemisphere equal-

area Schmidt stereonet showing outcrop fracture data (left) and microseismic data (right). Note 

the alignment of one of the trends and the maximum horizontal stress. 

The analysis of the shear fracture sets observed at the outcrop and those derived from the 

subsurface fracture data illuminates a potential dependency / corresponding relationship of the 

fracture orientations and the local fault trend orientations. Two conjugate shear fracture sets 

observed at the quarry cross at a 60° angle and are thought to be associated with the NNE 

striking faults within negative flower structures. Two corresponding conjugate shear fracture sets 

interpreted in the subsurface cross at a 63° angle and are thought to be associated with the local 

negative flower structure striking EW (Figure 4.8). This observation is lacking statistical validity 

and requires further investigation on a more extensive areal scale before any final conclusions 
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can be made. The current hypothesis is that J1 extensional and J2 compressional joints are 

consistent in orientation across the basin while S3 and S4 conjugate shear fracture sets are 

varying in orientation based on the influence of local structure. 

 

Figure 4.8: Corresponding relationship between conjugate shear fracture sets and fault structures 

observed in the quarry (left) and in the subsurface (right). 

4.3 Fracture Driver Calibration 

The outcrop studies showed fracture intensity variations with lithology and distance to 

the fault zones. To minimize ambiguity it’s important to use the same approach of structural 

framework and lithofacies modeling when attempting to take the lessons learned into the 

subsurface. When analyzing natural fracture orientations and intensities it’s essential to have a 

3D geological model allowing one to interpret the “fine-scale” lithological intervals and 

structural complexity that  horizontal wellbores are drilled through (in the study area the fracture 

datasets are analyzed in two of these horizontal wells).  Based on natural fracture network 
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modeling performed at the outcrop it’s expected that fracture intensity drivers, such as a 

structural driver (proximity to fault zones) and a lithological driver (chalky layers), influence 

fracture distributions in the subsurface. The comparative consistency of lithofacies at the outcrop 

and in the subsurface along with similar faulting styles provide a reliable mechanism for 

lithofacies drives comparison. 

Based on the outcrop observations there are three fracture types classified by nature of 

occurrence and height: throughgoing, lithofacies-bound, and bed-bond fractures. The two first 

types are relevant for the subsurface as the image logs were run in the two horizontal wells 

penetrating chalk and mark beds. The last type, bed-bound fractures, was originally observed in 

the Fort Hays limestone at the surface. As no fracture data was available for the Fort Hays 

member in the subsurface, fracture intensities within limestone were assumed similar to those 

interpreted in the chalk beds. Fracture interpretations in the wellbores were classified by type: 

open / partially sealed, open / partially sealed lithologically bound, sealed, sealed lithologically 

bound, small fault (Dudley, 2015). The first step for fracture driver intensity calibration was to 

verify the presence of throughgoing and lithofacies-bound fractures in the subsurface. Both open 

/ partially sealed and sealed lithologically bound fracture types described by Dudley (2015) 

suggest that the lithofacies-bound fractures seen at the outcrop are also present in the subsurface 

at the RCP study site. The lithologically-bound fractures made up over a half (54 %) of those 

measured in the chalks, while in marls lithologically-bound fractures occurred in 25 % of the 

sampled fracture population (Figure 4.9). Some of those fractures not classified as lithologically 

bound could be contributing to the throughgoing fracture class in the subsurface. The relatively 

high percentage of lithologically bound fractures observed in marls could have been originally 

observed in the thin chalk interbeds lost in a process of upscaling lithofacies into the model cells.  
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Figure 4.9: 6N well example showing the distribution of fracture types (classes) with lithology. 

Similarly to the outcrop fracture analysis, fracture spacing values were calculated and 

then plotted against MD (Measured Depth) to analyze fracture spacing variations by set with 

respect to fault proximity (Figure 4.10, Figure 4.11 (page 90)). All the fracture spacing values 

were corrected for the “shadow zone” Terzaghi (1965). 

In chalks the fracture swarms were found to have a rather consistent frequency of 

occurrence, especially in the J1 joint set as opposed to conjugate fracture sets. Both chalk and 

marl fracture spacing measurements indicate more closely spaced fractures near fault zones.  
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Figure 4.10: Graphical plot illustrating changes in fracture spacing with respect to the fault zones 

in the 2N well. The MD and fracture spacing unit is US feet. 
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Figure 4.11: Graphical plot illustrating changes in fracture spacing with respect to the fault zones 

in the 6N well. The MD and fracture spacing unit is US feet. 
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Ideally, when estimating the fault zone influence on fracture spacing, it is preferable to 

analyze data that was collected in the wellbores perpendicular to the fault plane as it reduces the 

bias associated with oblique fault zone exposure. The angle between fault 1 (Figure 4.10 (page 

89), Figure 4.12) and the wellbore is ≈ 25°, thus fault 1 was excluded from the analysis. The 

central graben / negative flower structure intercepted by horizontal wellbores at Wishbone 

section is represented by faults 2 and 3 (Figure 4.10 (page 89), Figure 4.11 (page 90), Figure 

4.12) and is nearly perpendicular to the wellbores. Figure 4.11(page 90) also shows the evidence 

of fault 4 excluded from the geological model (Figure 4.12, Figure 4.13 (page 93)) due to 

classification as a minor fault with no lithological change across the fault plane. This minor fault 

4 was found to affect fracture spacing but was also excluded from the fracture spacing analysis 

because of the near parallel relationship with the wellbore orientation. The average estimated 

range of distance from the fault affecting fracture spacing is up to 350 ft. At the outcrop the 

distance from the fault affecting fracture spacing was found to be 30 ft. Differences in the size of 

the faults and the vertical displacements at the outcrop and in the subsurface are potential 

explanations for the zone of influence variations mentioned above. The fault observed at the 

surface had a variable vertical displacement of 2 ft., while the subsurface fault displacement, still 

variable, is averaging approximately 60 ft. at the location of the horizontal wellbore penetrating 

the formation. As seen on Figure 4.10 (page 89) and Figure 4.11 (page 90), fractures observed in 

the fault zones are more closely spaced with a fracture spacing multiplier of 0.3, which is similar 

to the proportional relationships obtained at the outcrop. 

Data analysis shows an apparent variability of fracture spacings associated with changes 

in lithology. To better isolate the variables (structural and lithological drivers) the fracture 

spacing calculations around the fault zones were removed from the analysis (Figure 4.14 (page 
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94), Figure 4.15 (page 95)). Similarly to the findings at the outcrop, chalks have more closely 

spaced clusters of fractures compared to marls. Fracture spacing distributions were analyzed for 

each individual fractures set. Fracture swarms were interpreted in both chalk and marl zones.  

 

Figure 4.12: Map view of Niobrara top horizon and, horizontal wells within Wishbone section, 

and fault locations. 

4.4 Conclusions 

At this stage the geological model provides the insight on the potential fracture drivers 

and allows for accurate comparison and calibration of surface and subsurface fracture data. 

Outcrop-to-subsurface calibration was proven to be valid while showing similar findings with 

respect to fracture set orientations and fracture intensity variations (Table 4.2 (page 96)). Both 
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image log data and microseismic data were utilized to obtain the input data required for the DFN 

modeling. 

 

Figure 4.13: 3D view C Marl horizon and fault planes in the 3D geological model. Two of the 

eleven horizontal wells within the Wishbone section show calculated fracture intensity logs. 

Note the increased fracture intensity around the faults. 

Microseismic data could potentially be utilized when interpreting induced fracture 

distributions and mineralized natural fractures reactivation, while open natural fractures are 

unlikely to be detected by microseismic. A relationship between the average strike trends of 

conjugate shear fracture sets and orientations of local flower structures / grabens was defined. 

Both lithology driver and fault driver approach described earlier in Chapter 2 is validated for 

subsurface use. Overall the recommended workflow for outcrop-to-subsurface fracture data 

calibration can be seen on Figure 4.16 (page 97).
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Figure 4.14: Fracture spacing (J1, S3, and S4 sets) histograms for chalk (above) and marl 

(below) of the Niobrara Formation. Note the different number of fractures observed in chalks 

and marls. The fracture spacing unit is US feet. 
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Figure 4.15: Fracture spacing (J1, S3, and S4 sets) histograms for chalk (above) and marl 

(below) of the Niobrara Formation. Highly fractured zones around the fault planes are removed 

from the analysis. The fracture spacing unit is US feet. 
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Table 4.2: Outcrop and subsurface (image logs: J1, S3, S4; microseismic: J2) fracture sets. 

J1 Outcrop Subsurface 

strike 255° 269° 

dip angle 81° 83° 

J2 Outcrop Subsurface 

strike 169°  181° 

dip angle 81°  66° 

S3 Outcrop Subsurface 

strike 156° 125° 

dip angle 48° 56° 

S4 Outcrop Subsurface 

strike 216° 242° 

dip angle 78° 56° 
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Figure 4.16: Outcrop-to-subsurface fracture data calibration workflow. 
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CHAPTER 5.  

FRACTURE INTENSITIES AND DFN MODELING 

There are three approaches that are commonly used to describe and model naturally 

fractured reservoirs: equivalent continuum models, dual-medium models, and discrete models. 

The equivalent continuum model provides a bulk response for equivalent fractured media. In a 

dual-medium model first introduced by Warren and Root (1963) fluids exist in two 

interconnected systems: rock matrix and fractures. This model uses a sugar-cube approach for 

fracture network approximation. Dual-medium models are applicable for large bed thicknesses 

and regional large scale faults, but their geometry is too simple for complex reservoirs and 

cannot properly account for connectivity within fracture network. To enhance the distribution of 

fractures in a less generalized way, a finite element method (single-phase) was implemented by 

Dershowitz et al. (1998) using DFN models of fracture distributions for more realistic 

representations of the reservoir. A discrete fracture network approach is more accurate in 

preserving natural fracture geometry representing fractures as planar surfaces in three 

dimensions. The distribution of these fractures is controlled by multiple attributes, such as 

fracture intensity, size, spatial location, orientation, etc. allowing to account for heterogeneity, 

anisotropy, and connectivity. The DFN model is usually created together with the IFM (implicit 

fracture model). The IFM includes the smaller less important fractures, the residual part of the 

statistical fracture distribution, to be represented as grid property.  

5.1 Fracture Intensity Modeling 

As discussed in Chapter 2, calculated intensity is defined as a number of fractures per 

window. For the wells 2N and 6N a sliding window of 50 ft. was used. Fracture intensity logs 

were calculated for three fracture sets determined from image log data: J1, S3, and S4 (Figure 
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5.1). Increased fracture intensities associated with the fault zones were removed from the 

analysis in order to accurately analyze average fracture intensity distributions for throughgoing 

fractures and for lithofacies-bound fractures. 

 

Figure 5.1: Fracture intensity logs within the horizontal wellbores for 2N and 6N: total (black, 

filled with color on total fracture intensity), and for each individual fracture set (J1 – red, S3 – 

orange, S4 – blue). Fracture intensity logs were corrected for the fault zone. 

Multiple intensity property volumes were created for each of four fracture sets. The 

intensity property models were developed by performing TGS. A hierarchical approach was 

utilized to better represent fracture drivers affecting fracture intensities in three dimensions. 

Similar to the outcrop model, two fracture intensity volumes for each fracture set were modeled 

in several steps. To preserve the throughgoing fractures and fracture swarms potentially 
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providing better connectivity between different benches the common fracture intensity property 

derived from the marl intensities was created for all zones of the model (Figure 5.2). The 

lithofacies-bound fracture intensities were created within the Fort Hays limestone, the Codell 

sandstone, and the Smoky Hill Member chalk zones. The assumption of similar fracture spacing 

within these zones was made based on the data available from the outcrop studies. Ideally, image 

log data is needed to provide more detailed information on fracture intensity variation within the 

D Chalk bench, the Fort Hays limestone, and the Codell sandstone. The fracture intensity volume 

for one fracture set was modeled in two steps: 1) with throughgoing fracture intensity (calculated 

in marl zones) for the whole model and 2) with lithofacies-bound fracture intensity within the 

chalk zones. Figure 4.10 (page 89), Figure 4.11 (page 90), Figure 4.13 (page 93), Figure 5.1 

(page 99) show increased fracture intensity (J1, S3, and S4 sets) around the fault zones. The 

average distance from the fault affecting the fracture intensity for both throughgoing and 

lithofacies-bound fractures was found to be 350 ft. The fault driver was utilized as a constant 

coefficient of 3*fracture intensity for zone 0-350 ft. from the fault (Figure 5.2). Additional data 

is required to better constrain the fault driver coefficients for multiple zones and different fault 

sizes. The J2 fracture set intensity measurements were unavailable due to the data limitations. 

The J2 is the only set interpreted from microseismic data as opposed to image log data. However, 

all the fracture intensity values from the different fracture sets (J1, S3, and S4) were found to be 

very similar. The S3 fracture set intensity measurements were thus adapted for J2 set (with dip 

angle and dip azimuth values representative of J2 set). The total intensity volume for all four 

fracture sets was then calculated to verify that original well intensity log values were accurately 

preserved during the modeling (Figure 5.3 (page 102)). Fracture intensity property was found to 

overestimate the number of fractures due to upscaling and cell size. To address this issue all final 
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fracture intensity volumes were normalized by the window size used for fracture intensity 

calculation divided by the size of the cell. 

 

Figure 5.2: J1 total intensity volume building workflow accounting for the lithofacies and the 

fault drivers. 
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Figure 5.3: Total fracture intensity volume for all four fracture sets (J1, J2, S3, S4) and all fracture 

classes (throughgoing and lithofacies-bound). Map view of all zones and entire study site 

(above). 3D view of zone C Chalk and the Wishbone section with total intensity logs displayed 

for well 2N and 6N (below). 
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5.2 Discrete Fracture Network Modeling 

The DFN model required multiple input parameters: mean dip direction and dip azimuth 

for each of four fracture sets, 3D fracture intensity properties for throughgoing and lithofacies-

bound fracture types for each fracture set, fracture length and aspect ratio describing the 

geometries of the throughgoing and lithofacies-bound fractures, and fracture aperture. Fracture 

geometry, length, and aspect ratio data can only be acquired at the surface exposure. These 

variables were recorded during the outcrop data analysis (Chapter 2). Fracture intensity 

distribution is another key component that got enhanced during the outcrop study. Fracture 

aperture information was unattainable in the subsurface due to data availability. A constant 

aperture of 1*10
-6

 ft. was assumed. 

The IFM was created along with the DFN, separately for each fracture set. Based on the 

size (length and height) of the fractures seen at the outcrop and the subsurface model cell size, 

the IFM parameters were set as following: a cutoff value of 100 ft. for throughgoing fractures 

and a cutoff value of 15 ft. for the lithofacies-bound fractures. The cutoff values determined the 

maximum length of the implicit fractures per fracture set. All the larger fractures were modeled 

discretely. 

Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 (page 105) show the final DFN model in 3D and 2D view. For 

the model verification and QC purposes the fracture planes were displayed on the multiple cross 

sections along and across the wellbores (Figure 5.6 (page 106), Figure 5.7 (page 106), and Figure 

5.8 (page 107)). The cross sections show the four major fracture sets displayed over fracture 

intensity property (fracture drivers affecting fracture distribution) and lithofacies model. The 

total fracture intensity log is also displayed in the two horizontal wells with image log data.
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Figure 5.4: Map view: final DFN model.
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Figure 5.5: DFN 3D view: a) throughgoing fractures (both chalks and marls); b) lithofacies-

bound fractures (chalks). 
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Figure 5.6: S-N cross section of the total intensity property (a) and the lithofacies model (b) 

along 2N well. Fractures of all four sets are displayed in red. Total fracture intensity log is 

displayed in the well. 

 

Figure 5.7: S-N cross section of the total intensity property (a) and the lithofacies model (b) 

along 6N well. Fractures of all four sets are displayed in red. Total fracture intensity log is 

displayed in the well. 
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Figure 5.8: E-W cross section of the total intensity property (a) and the lithofacies model (b) 

across the horizontal wells of the Wishbone section. Fractures of all four sets are displayed in 

red. 

5.3 Conclusions 

The discrete fracture network model was designed as a stochastic representation of the 

natural fracture network in an attempt to preserve the complex heterogeneous nature of the 

Niobrara reservoir. For the input parameters of the DFN both subsurface fracture interpretations 

and outcrop fracture analysis were utilized. For the purpose of three dimensional intensity 

property modeling well log fracture intensities were enhanced with fracture drivers concept 

developed at the surface study site. The hierarchical approach of fracture intensity modeling 

allowed for the preservation of complex fracture distribution patterns. The validity of the fracture 

distributions within the DFN model was verified by well log data. Currently the fracture aperture 
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is assumed constant, but could be altered in future reservoir simulation iterations to better fit the 

production data. Highly fractured areas / fracture swarm areas can now be identified via the DFN 

model and incorporated into the reservoir simulation process to improve predictive capabilities 

with respect to fluid flow pathways. In case the decision is made to re-frack the existing wells, 

highly fractured areas might affect the design of completion stages. The initial conclusions and 

recommendations made after the first attempt of performing the fracture modeling are as follows: 

 Tighter stage cluster spacing in zones of low fracture intensity 

 Less fluid for stages located in highly fractured areas 

Highly fractured zones around the faults already provide a fracture network, thus there is 

no need to have tight stage spacing and pump a lot of fluid for successful reservoir stimulation. 

However, the pumping rate needs to be increased as the fractured areas will likely have high 

permeability. The “sweet spots” potentially yielding higher production are located in highly 

fractured areas within the chalk benches around the fault zones (but not on the fault planes 

directly, which should be avoided during completion (Miskimins, 2017)). The same strategy 

could be considered when planning completion stages for the new wells. As these are early 

assumptions, additional research performed by petroleum and completions engineers is highly 

recommended. 
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CHAPTER 6.  

CONCLUSIONS 

The large objective 3D view of the outcrop exposure provided essential scalar 

information needed for accurate subsurface fracture modeling. Specifically, some fracture 

information, such as fracture length and height, can only be derived from the surface 

measurements.  

The outcrop analysis revealed the complexity of fracture sets and distributions allowing 

the differentiation of four major fracture and joint sets including J1 compressional joints, J2 

extensional joints, and S3 and S4 conjugate shear fracture sets. Subsurface fracture interpretations 

showed similar J1, J2, and S4 fracture sets. There is some evidence of the S3 fracture set, however, 

this fracture set is statistically poorly represented which could be due to the parallel relationship 

between the wellbore orientation and the dominant strike direction of S3 fracture planes, 

Additional data is needed to further validate the presence of S3 fracture set. 

Listric faults within the flower structures were interpreted as reactivated shear zones 

associated with the wrench fault zones created during the compression and following extension 

within the Denver Basin. The two major joint sets observed at the outcrop and in the subsurface 

are regional and are known to be consistent across the basin. The conjugate shear fracture sets 

are thought to be associated with the Riedel shear zones forming negative flower structures. The 

S3 and S4 fracture sets are thus expected to vary in orientation based on the orientation of the 

flower structures. The relationship between conjugate shear fracture sets and fault planes 

orientations observed in this work requires further study. 

Throughgoing fracture swarms (potentially related to stress shadow zones), lithofacies-

bound fractures, and bed-bound fractures were interpreted in the Niobrara Formation. Fracture 
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swarms’ density increased with decreasing distance to the faults. The strata-bound and 

lithofacies-bound fractures and joints are common within the more brittle chalk zones. Spacing 

of these fractures and joints is more regular than spacing of throughgoing fractures and is also 

affected by the distance from the faults. Throughgoing fractures interconnecting the benches of 

the Niobrara Formation potentially contribute to vertical hydraulic connectivity within the 

formation. 

Both fault and lithofacies drivers for fractures distributions were utilized through 

geological model application. The structural model for the Wattenberg study area was built based 

on three major data inputs: seismic volumes, horizontal well log data, and analog faulting styles 

observed at the outcrop. The lithofacies model integrated seismic inversion results, core 

interpretations, and horizontal well log data. At this stage the scale differences, data uncertainty, 

and data resolution were the important attributes to take into consideration. While microseismic 

analysis and image log interpretations provide valuable information on fracture orientations and 

distributions both of these methods limitations and should be integrated with seismic data to 

maximize their usefulness. Image logs are incapable of detecting fractures striking parallel or 

sub-parallel to the wellbore orientation. Microseismic data is subject to non-unique solutions as 

multiple reservoir components can cause similar microseismic response. Microseismic data 

could potentially be utilized when interpreting induced fracture distributions and mineralized 

natural fractures reactivation. However, open natural fractures are unlikely to be detected by 

microseismic. Additional study is needed to differentiate between microseismic events caused by 

induced fractures and microseismic events occurring due to reactivation of cemented natural 

fracture network. 
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Highly fractured areas / fracture swarm areas can now be identified via the DFN model 

and incorporated into the reservoir simulation process. The predictive capability of DFN models 

can aid in both planning re-fracking stage locations as well as designing completion strategies for 

new wells. 

Many of essential attributes of an unconventional reservoir are dynamic in nature and 

change with time and production (such as stress fields, pressures, fracture network, etc.). 

Additional data and more research are needed to better isolate the variables affecting well 

performance. The continuing advancement of the state-of-art research and evolving industry 

technologies suggest that the whole concept of the static geological model needs to be re-

thought. The working model is a changing model that thus has to be treated as dynamic with 

regular updates of new data and interpretations. Even though I have created a high resolution 

DFN model I would expect it to change over time as additional dynamic data are acquired. 
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CHAPTER 7.  

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 

To further improve the constructed DFN model there is a need for an iterative reservoir 

simulation study allowing to test and constrain additional parameters, such as fracture aperture. 

Azimuthal anisotropy analysis along with seismic attribute analysis could be of benefit as 

another validation tool for fracture network distributions. The DFN model should be also 

considered when planning and modeling a re-fracking strategy and designing completion stages. 

The next key component that needs to be addressed is the interactions between the natural 

and induced fracture network. As there are a lot of lithological and fracture density variations 

along the wellbores, such study would require detailed production information by stage, which 

generally don’t occur. Seismic monitoring could fill this gap. A detailed geomechanical lab study 

on fractured rock could also be a great benefit for this objective.  

Additional data is needed to confirm the presence of the fourth shear S3 fracture set 

within the study area. Image logs from EW-striking wellbores and vertical wells could aid in 

confirming the presence of this fracture set. 
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APPENDIX A 

 

Figure A.1: CEMEX quarry: A Marl stops for fracture analysis. 
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Figure A.2: CEMEX quarry: B Marl stops for fracture analysis. 
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Figure A.3: CEMEX quarry: C Chalk stops for fracture analysis. 
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Figure A.4: CEMEX quarry: C Marl stops for fracture analysis. 
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Figure A.5: CEMEX quarry: D Chalk stops for fracture analysis. 
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Figure A.6: CEMEX quarry: Fort Hays stops for fracture analysis. 

 


